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BARKING 
Amberlev House.Unit 7. Abbev Road. Barking Retail Park. 
Barking ;Q 438 838N~s ( ~ e n  ~ackowanjevaluat&n Estates and 

Features dating f rom the 9th-17th c were recorded. Of particular 
interest was a pit containing metalworking waste with much 
Ipswich wares. A Lincoln ware jug (1200-1250) of a type not 
previously recorded in London was recovered from a dumped 
layer associated with a possible revetment. 

Formula I Hotel, West BankIHighbridge Road, Barking TQ 
4375 8390 NMS (Ken MacGowan) evaluation Formule I (UK) BA-EH% 

Several collapsed timber structuresof medityal date m e  found 
preserved in alluvial silts and clays associated withtBack River, 
a branch of the Roding. The earliest timbers were partially 
dressed large oaks; overlying them was a length of wattle and 
probable posts, and to the S were the remains of a possible 
revetment. A thick layer of chalk blocks formed an area of 
hardstanding,.possibly for a wharf, jetty, slipway or causeway. 
There is documentary evidence for a bridge demolished in 1447 
and replaced by a causeway and fording point. 

After further alluvial deposition an unsecured brushwood 
platform, probably of the 18th or 19th c, was used to consolidate 
the clays. 
Goresbrook Pields, Goresbrook Road, Dagenham TQ 482 837 NMS 
(Ken MacGowan) evaluation and excavation THI Leisure Ltd DAGW 

The 29 evaluation trenches and resistivity survey revealed a 
multi-period site. The earliest datable feature was an early 
Roman rectangular ditched enclosure dating to the mid-late 1st 
c, though some ditches and postholes may have been earlier. 
Four poorly preserved cremation burials dating to the late 1st- 
early 2nd c were found within the enclosure. There were also a 
few prehistoric finds and early Saxon sherds. 

BARNET 
1-3 Mountview Cottages, Barnet Road, Arkley TQ 2166 9515 
MOLAS (Alison Steele) watching brief May 1995 Cox Format 
Developments Ltd M V C ~ S  

Structural remains of a 19th-c brick building, and later additions 
to it, were cut into the natural gravels. This is identified as part 
of Church Farm Industrial School (opened in 1860). 

St. Martha's Convent School (The Mount House), Hadley TQ 
2534 9758 HADAS (R0y Walker) Cm95 

Exploratory trenching of a grassed mound showed that it had 
been lowered from its previous height (shown in an old photo- 
graph) and no archaeology remained. Anomalies indicated by 
resistivity and probing survey were shown to be from roots and 
a modern pebble layer. Findings were consistent with report of 
previous excavation (TLAMAS 5 part 2 (1925) 232). 

Sitewatching of demolition and rebuilding of classroom blocks 
in N part of grounds noted two post-medieval rubbish pits. 

North Circular Road, Golders Green RoadIBrent Street 
Junction, NWII GP N C D ~ ~  

No information available at time of going to press. 

North Circular Road Improvements TQ 248 894 to 239 883 
HADAS (Brian Wrigley) watching brief 

Site-watching of utility re-routing in adjacent areas showed 
nothing of archaeologica interest. 

15-17 Sunningfields Road, Hendon NW+ TQ 2296 8972 TVAS (J. 
Pine) evaluation September 1995 Chelstar Properties sag5 

No features or finds of archaeological significance. 

10-12 Tapster Street, Barnet TQ 2461 9654 MOLAS (Tony 
Mackinder) evaluation May 1995 West Hampstead Housing 
Association  TAP^^ 

Natural gravel was cut by a rubbish pit dated to the mid-12th c 
and several large quarry pits, one dated to the mid-14th c. They 
were sealed by dumping to raise the ground surface and subsc- 
quently pitted. This was mainly post-medieval in date and 
concentrated in the E, suggesting backyard activity behind 
houses along the Tapster Street frontage. 

IIO West Heath Road, NW3 ~ ~ 2 5 4 0  8678 MOLAS(P~U~ Hutchings) 
evaluation Dec 1995 Pamlion Properties Ltd W H A ~ ~  

Natural sands were sealed by sub- and topsoils. 

Whitings Hill Open Space, Barnet TQ 232 954 HADAS (Bill Bass) 
watching brief 

Observations of tree-planting: no features seen. WC 

BEXLEY 
Trading World site (f ormer), 131 Broadway, Bexley Heath TQ 
4915 7520 MOLAS (Tony Thomas) evaluation Jan 1995 Develop- 
ment Securities plc BWY95 



A shallow E-W depression in the natural gravels in the N of the 
site may represent the truncated edge of the S roadside ditch of 
Roman Watling Street, which lies to the N of the siteunder the 
Broadway. A soil horizon then developed over the whole site, 
followed by post-medieval levelling and garden soil deposits 
before the present building was constructed. 
Pormer Sports Ground, Fisher's Way, Belvedere ~ ~ 5 0 4 0  803 
MOLAS (Patrick Hunter) watching brief Dec 199s Ashville Prop- 
erties i t d  FWB9S 

- 

Natural strata were not reached. Thick deposits of modern 
made ground covered the site. 

Rank site (former), Sidcup Bypass, Sidcup TQ 4690 7045 
MOLAS (Tony Thomas) evaluation Jan-Feb 1995 B & Qplc SIW 

Ploughsoil lay above the natural brickearth and clay. A possible 
ditch, pits and postholes were also recorded, dated to the 
medieval or post-medieval periods. 
IOO Upper Wickham Lane, Welling TQ 4667 7626 MOLAS 

(Portia Askew) watching brief Oct 199s McCarthy Bainbridge 
Partnership U W L ~ S  

Natural brickearth was truncated and sealed by modern make- 
up below a concrete slab. 

BRENT 
Kingsbury Sports Ground, Old Kenton Lane, NW9 TQ 1970 
8850 MOLAS (Kevin Wooldridge) evaluation Aug 1995 London 

On the surface of the natural clay, in the SW corner of the site, 
a number of prehistoric finds were located, probably of Late 
Bronze Age date: they are considered to have been redeposited. 
London Clay was covered by topsoil, both cut by 2oth-c field 
drains. 

BROMLEY 
Derry Downs, St. Mary Cray SELAU (David Garrod) watching 
brief August 1995 R Stone 
No significant archaeological deposits or features found. 

Hearns Rise, St. Mary Cray SELAU (Brian Philp) evaluation 
(phase 11) September 1995 Davis Langdon Management 

See LA 7, no. 13 (1995) 334. A further 5 trenches were excavated; 
no significant archaeological deposits or f eaturqwere located. 

Walsingham School, St. Paul's Cray TQ 4630 6870 TVAS (S. Ford) 
evaluation July 1995 Miller Holmes Ltd. WSBS 

A concentration of archaeological deposits was discovered at 
TQ 4624 6965, in the form of a ditch terminal, a post hole and a 
stone setting for a possible hearth of medieval date. A recently 
completed excavation has recorded the presence of a medieval 
farmstead site, possibly a manorial complex. 
Wanstead Road, Bromley SELAU (Brian Philp) watching brief 
April to December 199s Berkeley Homes 
No significant archaeological deposits or features found. 

CAMDEN 
St Pancras Church, Euston Road, NWI TQ 2980 8258 WA (Luke 
Fagan) evaluation St Pancras Parochial Church Council PANS 

Three trenches were excavated in the S garden of the church, 
and three engineers' test pits in the crypt were recorded. Both 
trenches and test pits revealed 19th-c or later dumps of building 
waste or redeposited natural deposits. They are probably asso- 
ciated with the construction of the church in 1822. NO buried 
soils or prehistoric deposits were observed. 

Mount Vernon, Frognal Rise, N W ~  TQ 2621 890 MOLAS (Alison 
Steele) evaluation Aug-Nov 1995 Weatherstar Ltd MTVS 

Natural sands and clays sloped down from E-W. At the E end of 
the site two sherds of Roman Dotterv were recovered from the 
fills of post-medieval featur&. At <he W end of the site and 
bottom of the slope, the natural was overlaid by hillwash 
deposits containing pottery dating f rom mid-ath to 14th c. They 
were cut by a vaulted brick drain and a possible robbed-out wall 
of 17th to early 18th-c date. To the N of these a large pit contained 
17th-c pottery. Later dumping and levelling appeared to be 19th- 
c in date and associated with the Victorian hospital. 

Inverforth Close, Hampstead Heath, NW3 OA 1 ~ ~ 9 5  

No information available at time of going to press. 

32 Museum Street, WCI TQ30118155 MOLAS (Robert Cowie) watch- 
ing brief May-July 1995 Fish Enterprises Ltd M U S ~ S  

A sequence of 1;rth-c deposits appeared to fill a large feature - 
probably a quarry pit - which cut the natural gravels and may 
have been associated with the Civil War defences just to the N 
of the site. Above the backfilled quarry was a late 17th- or 18th- 
c brick wall which is likely to have been the rear wall of a 
building that once fronted thestreet,possibly when the area was 
first developed in the 1660s. Behind the wall, in what was once 
a garden or backyard, were deposits containing many clay pipes 
dating from 1660 to 1910, and a brick-lined well. 

New End Hospital, Hampstead ~ w 3  TQ 2643 8595 OAU (Rob 
Early) evaluation September 1995 Berkeley Homes NES~S 

Two areas were excavated: area I was a former car park f ronting 
Heath Street and area 2 comprised an upper and lower terrace 
immediately S of Kendalls Hall. Dumped deposits with concen- 
trations of red brick hard-core, concrete and late 18th- and 19th- 
c pottery within a sandy clay loam matrix, were found in trench 
I, Area I. Excavation continued to a depth of 3.9 m below ground 
surface. Dumped deposits continued to this depth and pottery 
recovered from the earliest deposit identified in the sequence 
suggests a late 18th- to 19th-c date. The first zm of excavation on 
the top terrace in Area 2 revealed clayey-sand dumped deposits, 
which slopedgradually towards the enclosing terrace wall to the 
S. A natural light yellow sand was identified at a depth of 4.1 m 
below ground surface. The dumped deposit represents the in- 
filling of the terrace put in place during the construction of the 
hospital. A red brick structure, possibly an outhouse, was located 
in the centre of trench 3 in Area 2. A hard-core rubble fill overlay 
natural sand to the W, and a light brown garden soil which 
contained late 17th-c pottery overlay the clayey silt to the W. A 
single 16th-c sherd was thought to be residual. 

St Pancras Station, Pancras RoadIMidland Road, NWI OAU S P N ~ ~  

No information available at time of going to press. 

67-73 Southampton Row, WCI TQ 3034 8180 MOLAS (Robert 
Cowie) watching brief Feb 199s The Bedford Estates s u w ~  
Natural gravels were truncated by the basements of the existing 
building. Exposed in the NW corner of No 71 was a floor 
composed of reused bricks of mid-late 17th-c or 18th-c date. 
86 West Heath Road, ~ w 3  MOL (Mike Webber) WHB~S: 

No information available at time of going to press. 

CITY OF LONDON 
140 ~ l d e r s ~ a t e  Street, ECI ~ ~ 3 2 0 8  8180 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( F r i e d e r i k e  Hammer) 
evaluation Oct 199s Scottish Widows Life Assurance Society am% 
Above the natural brickearth were an undated pit and Victorian 
and later walls and structures, the latter probably related to  the 
Manchester Hotel built in the mid 1880s and destroyed in WWII. 

Baltic Exchange, 24-28 St Mary Axe, 19-25 Bury Street, E C ~  TQ 
3330 8126 MOLAS (Bruce Watson) evaluation Jan 1995 Trafalgar 
House Properties Ltd B A E ~ Z  



In one of two test pits natural brickearth was cut by two 
intercutting medieval rubbish pits; the undated infill of a 
quarry pit was recorded in the other test pit. 

7-11 Bishopsgate, BCZ TQ 3302 8119 MOLAS (David Sankey) evalu- 
ation & excavation Mar-Apr & Dec I= Greycoat plc ETA89 
The natural brickearth was cut by Roman quarry pits and 
overlaid by the floors of Roman buildings of 1st-2nd-c date. 
They were succeeded by a medieval garden soil into which 
medievaland post-medieval building foundations and pits had 
been cut. WC 

30-35 Botolph Lane, 1x4 TQ 3302 8074 MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) 
evaluation June-July 1995 Central & City Property BPL95 

Natural gravels, sloping down to the SW, were overlaid by 
traces of redeposited brickearth characteristic of Roman terrac- 
ing. A truncated 14th-c pit was located. Cellar floors and walls, 
including a thick chalk wall of possible 16th-c date associated 
with a brick floor of 61630, were revealed, all charred and some 
vitrified by the Great Fire. Rubble fill of the redundant cellars 
contained further burnt material, including medieval building 
materials. 

10 Bouverie Street, E C ~  TQ 3137 8108 MOLAS (Portia Askew) 
watching brief Oct 1995 TP Bennett Partnership m v ~  

A gravel deposit in the SE of the site may be natural. It was 
overlaid by a series of dumps, possibly medieval in date. Further 
dumps, dated to the post-medieval period were succeeded by an 
18th/1gth-c brick wall. The upper courses of this wall were re- 
mortared in the late 19th c. In a trial pit to the E the earliest 
recorded deposits were undated dumps followed by a medieval 
wall foundation, possibly part of the N nave of the 13th-c 
Whitefriars church. It was cut by an 18thJ19th-c brick cellar. 

10-15 Bridgewater Square, ECI TQ 3223 8199 MOLAS (Bill McCann) 
watching brief Jan-Feb 1995 Savills Commercial Property Con- 
sultants B D W ~ S  

Natural brickearth was truncated by foundations of the mod- 
em building. 

Bull Wharf Lane, Upper Thames Street, 1x4 TQ 3232 8079 
MOLAS (Julian Ayre) excavation May-Nov I= Markborough 
Properties Ltd BUFW 

The final phase of excavation followed wbrk i n ; w q ' ( ~ ~  7 no 
13 (1995) 335). The site is situated to the E of Queenhithe. At the 
N end of the site, bordering Upper Thames Street and continu- 
ing W across the site, were the remains of a Roman quay, dated 
to AD 197, of which only the piles for the baseplate and tie-backs 
survived. A substantial build-up of alluvial silts and gravels of 
the foreshore covered the quay and were cut by the earliest 
Saxon features. One of them was a human skeleton interred less 
than Srn away from that found in 1991 (LA 6 no 14 (1992) @S); 
both seem to be female and dated to the late 9th or 10th c. From 
this foreshore were found London-minted coins of King Al- 
fred, who established Queenhithe as a port after the rescttle- 
ment of London in the late 880s. 
The late Saxon period marked the beginning of a process of 
reclaiming land from the river, either deliberately or following 
natural silting. This was achieved by dumping deposits and 
huge quantities of timber on the foreshore, mostly logs and 
other waste wood, to form a raft. The timber was held in place 
either by post-and-plank revetments or by lines of posts. Much 
of the timber was reused from buildings or boats. The earliest 
of the revetments contained four architectural members from 
a major aisled building, complementing the single aisle post 
discovered at Vintners' Place which is dated to the mid 10th c 
(LA 6 no 14 (1992) 391 (v~A89, V R Y ~ ~ ) ) .  Some of the planks from 
the same structure derived from an English boat. The subse- 

quent phase of reclamation produced substantial fragments of 
a 1oth-c Frisian vessel of a type hitherto believed incapable of 
sea crossings. The rafts also contained discarded building and 
boat timbers, some very rare or unique in Britain. The latest of 
the rafts is dated to 1045. 

All of the Saxon phases of reclamation returned N to form the 
E side of what became Queenhithe dock. In the later stages it 
was represented by a sharp curve in the timber rafts which 
extended exactly the same alignment S into the river. This line 
became permanently established as a property boundary, even 
after Queenhithe contracted in the medieval period, and sur- 
vives today as a pile foundation built in 1995. 

Reclamation was followed by a short period of relative inactiv- 
ity, during which only minor structures were built, until the 
beginning of the 12th c when a masonry building was erected at 
the N end of the site, its W side forming a dockside wall for the 
E edge of Queenhithe. The first major post-Conquest advance, 
dated to 1120-21, was a revetment built with large staves set 
vertically into a baseplate and retained with long horizontal tie- 
backs. The N return of this revetment was less substantial and 
the baseplate smaller and set at a higher level than the E-W 
section so that, although the construction method was the 
same, it may have been constructed later, possibly after 
Queenhithe had begun to silt up. During the 12th c the S 
advance of the waterfront was rapid: a post-and-plank revet- 
ment was followed in quick succession by the construction of 
three bulwark revetments, advancing the waterfrontage by 
nearly 3om. At the same time the position of the E side of 
Queenhithe remained constant, merely extending S with each 
successive advance. The final revetment found on the site was 
a front-braced, post-and-plank structure dating to 1181. 

To  the N of the waterfrontages aseriesof building foundations 
was uncovered, together with associated surfaces and occupa- 
tion material. A major drain complex was recorded, consisting 
of box drains, barrel sumps and a drain running S to the river. 
It remained in use throughout most of the 12th c, being ex- 
tended with each riverside advance. On the end of its final 
extension was an unusually well-preserved flap-valve. The E 
side of one of the buildings was demolished in the 12th c to 
make way for Bull Wharf Lane. On the W side of the lane were 
the walls and foundations of a complex of masonry properties, 
parts of which were frequently rebuilt on the same founda- 
tions, up to the Great Fire in one building, 12th- to 13th-c 
masonry survived to window sill level, with pre-Great Fire 
brick construction on top. The buildings had undercrof ts with 
windows in the main walls, and were associated with a large 
group of brickearth hearths which were in use for a long period 
of time and frequently rebuilt. A barrel-lined pit,possibly 14th- 
c in date, contained ceramic money-boxes, a pewter tankard, 
wooden bowls and food debris. The equivalent structures on 
the E side of the lane had been all but destroyed by modern 
activity, except for part of a chalk and ragstone foundation. 
The lane itself survived as a succession of gravel surfaces, 
culminating in an exceptionally complete cobbGd surface, with 
a central open drain fed bv side gutters. It was covered bv a thick " 
deposit of1666 fire debrL. 

Post-medieval remains, generally pre-Great Fire, consisted of 
numerous shallow cellars and pits and the site of a (possibly 
illicit) clay pipe factory. 

Notable finds from the site include two well-preserved medi- 
eval padlocks, the first Alfred London-mint pennies in the 
City, other English and foreign coins and various brooches: one 
of Borre style, several of copper alloy based on continental coin 
designs and some of leadltin with close parallels found in 
Germany. 



52-60 Cannon Street, 13123 TQ 3247 8094 MOLAS (Adrian Miles) 
watching brief Feb 1995 BBC Pension Funds C N W ~  

168 Penchurch Street,x3 TQ3299 8098 ~ o ~ a s ( G o r d o n  Malcolm) 
evaluation Apr-May 1995 Barclays Bank plc F E H ~  

Truncated natural gravels were cut by pits and overlaid by 
dumps. Foundations of a Victorian building were located, the 
construction trenches of which contained human remains re- 
buried from the churchyard of St Thomas the Apostle (docu- 
mented from 1170). 

Bolsa House, 76-80 Cheapside, K+ TQ 3252 8112 MOLAS (Aidan 
Woodger) excavation Apr-June 1995 Tesco Stores Ltd B O L ~ ~  

Natural gravels in the S of the site were cut by a channel. Above 
it wasevidenceof a brickearth building whichlay to theSof the 
B W  axial Cheapside -Newgatestreet Roman road(viadccumana) 
(see also below,  ONE^^). More brickearth buildings lay to the N 
of this road, and possibly a N-S alley. Many of the earliest 
buildings were sealed by a layer of burnt daub which may be 
associated with Boudican destruction. Further buildings were 
erected above this destruction layer in the 1st c. A mid 3rd-4th- 
c channel was recorded, possibly the N roadside ditch of the 
main E-W road. A group of 10th or 11th-c pits was associated 
with evidence of industrial activity, including leather of fcuts, 
a possible iron f urnace bowl and f urnace lining. An 18th or 19th- 
c pit containing English stoneware was also recorded. 

Church Court, Inner Temple, ~4 ~ ~ 3 1 2 5  8103 MOLAS (Nicholas 
Elsden) watching brief Sept-Oct 1995 The Honourable Society 
of the Inner Temple CURS 

The earliest recorded deposit was demolition debris, probably 
from a building apparently destroyed by World War I1 bomb- 
ing. It was sealed by concrete and the modern paved surface. 

74 Cornhill, EC3 TQ 3294 8114 MOLAS (David Sankey) watching 
brief Nov-Dec 199s Goldcrest Homes Ltd tors 
A watching brief monitored the excavation of a shaft which 
was driven through the Scheduled Ancient Monument foun- 
dations of the second 2nd-c forum basilica. Courses of stone 
above a series of tile courses which marked the contemporary 
ground level were located above deep rubble foundations. The 
shaft did not extend beyond the edges of the wall. 

14 Cursitor Street, 1x4 TQ 3117 8142 MOLAS (David Sankey) 
evaluation July 199s Devland Estates plc C S R ~ S  

Natural brickearth was cut by a quarry pit of uaknown date; 
this was succeeded by a post-medieval well. ' , ' 

Sir John Cass Primary School, Dukes Place, RC3 TQ 350 8119 
MOLAS (Trevor Brigham) watching brief Jan-Mar 19% Corpora- 
tion of London SJC94 
The watching brief, continuing from 1994 (LA 7 no 13 (1995) 33), 
found disturbed burials of vrobable medieval date in ~ o s t -  
medieval make-up: they are likely to have been associatedbith 
Holy Trinity Priory (founded 1108). 

Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 68-71 Penchurch Street, 1x3 TQ 
3343 8099 MOLAS (Dick Bluer) evaluation May 1995 Lloyd's Regis- 
try of Shipping ~cc9s 
Sealing the natural brickearth were burnt brickearth surfaces 
and post-Hadrianic demolition dumps, including painted plas- 
ter. Beam-slots and ragstone foundation elements were also 
recovered. The dumps were succeeded by a substantialchalk and 
ragstone foundation which probably represents the N wall of 
the church of St Katherine Coleman, first documented in the 
mid 12th c and demolished in 192s. Human bones, presumably 
derived from its graveyard, were recovered in a test pit to the 
SW of the foundation. In the late 18thc the East IndiaCompany 
built a warehouse complex in the area, and brick-built cellars 
and culverts from that period were observed in several test pits. 

1st-c clay and timber buildings were recorded above the natural 
brickearth, sealed by Boudican fire debris, which was in turn 
followed by construction layers. There was possible evidence 
for activity associated with the first 1st-c forum. Second 2nd-c 
forum walls were uncovered, including evidence for a previ- 
ously unknown entrance in the main range of the E transept. 
Some of these walls were apparently reused as footings for the 
medieval church of St Dionysus Backchurch. At the W end of 
the site there was extensive evidence of robbing of the forum. 

Pore Street, Pore Street Ave (automated public conven- 
ience), 1x2 TQ 3270 815s MOLAS (Portia Askew) watching brief 
Nov IW - Jan 1996 City Engineers; Corporation of London m95 

In one of two trenches two post-medieval pits - dated no later 
than the 18th c - cut through an undated organic deposit. This 
was truncated by a N-S mains sewer and modern concrete. 

60 Gracechurch Street, 1 x 3  TQ 3299 8092 MOLAS (Bruce Watson) 
evaluation lanand watching brief Julv-Nov IM Societe Gcnerale 

W - ,  . .. 
and wates.city G E H ~  

A stone-lined well of late medieval date cut the natural gravel 
which was truncated by the modern basement. 

g( Gracechurch  street,^^ TQ33058IO~ ~ o ~ ~ s ( G o r d o n  Malcolm) 
watching brief Aug 19% Scottish Amicable 

Roman material was noted but not excavated; it is dated to the 
late 1st -mid 2nd c and was probably associated with one of the 
two fora. 

Garrard House, 31-35 Gresham Street, B C ~  TQ 3229 8142 MOLAS 
(Kieron Tyler) watching brief Aug 199s Wates City of London 
Properties G A H ~ S  

A stone-lined cesspit dated to the Tudor period was recorded. 

Guildhall Yard, Guildhall Art Gallery, ~ c 2  TQ 3251 8136 MOLAS 

(Nick Bateman, Ian Blair, Gina Porter) excavation 199s Corpora- 
tion of London G Y E ~ ~  

Excavations continuing throughout 199s have added signifi- 
cantly to an understanding of the amphitheatre and later 
development of the site (LA 7 no I3 (1995) 336). Removal of the 
remaining berms within the area of the 1993 excavations has 
revealed more of the pre-Roman topography, successive Ro- 
man drainage schemes and the rather unimpressive nature of 
occupation contemporary with and outside the amphitheatre. 
The second phase of excavation under Guildhall Buildings 
street revealed a further 9m stretch of curving arena wall, 
standing higher than elsewhere. In f ront of this lay the sand and 
gravel surfaces of the arena, with more well-preserved timber 
drains around the perimeter. Behind it lay a substantial bank 
through the top of which were cut a great number of slots and 
deep post-pits, some of them with timbers surviving in situ. 
These are presumed to represent the supports for successive 
phases of the timber superstructure and seating tiers. Excava- 
tion in this area provided the most graphic images yet of the 
collapse and decay of the amphitheatre: rubble, including sev- 
eral coping-stonesfrom the arena wall, lay spread out below the 
truncated arena wall and eroded bank where it was sealed by 
silts representing abandonment. 

Excavation in the berms left in the SE corner of the area under 
Guildhall Yard allowed identification of the E limits of the late 
Saxon timber and wattle buildings excavated previously (LA 7 
no 8 (1994) 199-200). 
The watching brief in the E part of the site resulted in the 
recording of many more Blackwell Hall foundations (LA 7 no 
13 (1995) 336), and so to an understanding of the ground plan of 



the building at different periods. The underpinning of Guild- 
hall Porch allowed limited recording of the many phases of 
foundation of Guildhall and earlier masonry buildin S. Many P moulded stones from the original medieval Porch rontage, 
which were discarded when the Porch was rebuilt in the late 
18th c, were recovered. WC 

Hare Court, Inner Temple, ~ c 4  TQ 3118 8106 MOLAS (Portia 
Askew and Bruce Watson) watching brief Mar 199s The Hon- 
ourable Society of the Inner Temple HCTgS 
During excavation of new drain trenihes along the E side of 
Hare Court natural gravels were found to have been exten- 
sively quarried in the late 15th or early 16th c. They were filled 
with domestic rubbish, including two complete Surrey 
whiteware jugs, in the 16th and early 17th c. Cutting into the fill 
were two pits of uncertain date. 

11 Ironmonger Lane, ECZ TQ 3253 8126 MOLAS (Ian Grainger) wgtch- 
ing brief Mar-May 1995 Landersbank Hessen-Thuringen IRLS 

A Roman quarry pit cut through the natural gravels and was 
filled with considerable quantities of domestic refuse and 
demolition material. It  was succeeded by a substantial wall 
foundation, probably part of a known Roman house on this 
site. This was disused and robbed, still in the Roman period, 
before being sealed by a possible medieval floor and hearth. 
Two later medieval rubbish pits cut through the floor. 

37 Jewry Street, ~ c 3  ~ ~ 3 3 5 7  8114 MoLAS (Kieron Tyler) evaluation 
July 1995 GMS Estates Ltd JRY9S 

Natural strata were not reached; a consolidation layer of rede- 
posited brickearth -dated to AD 40-400- wascut by the truncated 
foundations of the Roman City Wall (dated to CADZOO). To the 
E of the foundations, outside the City Wall, were successive 
medieval rubbish pits, dated to mid 11th-mid 12th c. A Victorian 
brick cesspit and related features were also recorded. 

15-17 King Street, ~ c z  TQ 3249 8128 MOLAS (Ian Blair) evaluation 
July-Aug 1995 Banca Commerciale Italiana K I G ~ ~  

Quarry pits cut into the natural brickearth and, after their 
consolidation, a series of 1st-2nd-c clay and timber buildings 
were laid out. They were constructed on brickearth sills and had 
plaster-rendered walls. In one test pit possible late Roman 
masonry foundations were observed. Mepieval'remains were 
located in other test pits, including the E wall of a chalk-lined 
cesspit containing material dated to mid 12th to 13th c, and wall 
foundations.Thecesspit was truncated by foundationsof brick 
and pegtile which are dated to the late 16th-mid 17th c. 

Regis House, 41-46 King William Street, 18-20 Fish Street 
Hill, The Canterblcry Arms E C ~  TQ 3288 8074 MOLAS (Trevor 
Brigham, Bruce Watson) excavation Jan 1995 - Feb 1996 Land 
Securities plc ~ws94  
Excavation followed an evaluation (LA 7 no 13 (199s) 336). In the 
S part of the site were the gravels of the lowest river terrace with 
the f lood plaingravelsabove, within which werepalaeochannels. 
During the earlv 1st c this was the Thames tidal foreshore, the 
line orthe foreihore being curved due to a natural promontory 
in the Fish Street Hill area (orobablv exolaininp: whv this area 
was chosen for the northe;; approkh ;o the kom& bridge). 
Across the N part of the site was a steep slope which marked the 
start of the next river terrace. An E-W ditch, possibly of Late 
Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date, was recorded; residual 
prehistoric flints were found. 

The earliest Roman activity on the foreshore consisted of an E- 
W post-and-plank revetment and traces of several brushwood 
revetments, while near the bridge approach road (Fish Street 
Hill) was a more substantial structure, possibly a contemporary 
landing stage or ferry point. In AD 63 a massive E-W quay was 

constructed across the foreshore. It was built of four tiers of 
oak baulks retained by stacks of three tiebacks on the N (land- 
ward) side. On the end of one baulk was an incomplete stamp 
mark. The completed quay was then infilled with rubbish, finds 
from which included a complete miniature tablet with a ta- 
pered end and a fragment of scale armour (lorica squamata). 
Inside a leather bag or sack dumped within the fill were many 
cannabis or hemp seeds. Some qm N of the quay face a block of 
at least six rectangular buildings was constructed, the masonry 
walls of which were seated on the tiebacks. They are interpreted 
as warehouses, although from an early date some of the build- 
ings had other functions, for instance, one became a glass 
workshop producing twisted glass stirring rods, small blown 
bottles and manufacturing waste, including glass moils, glass 
droplets, trimmings and cullet. Other associated finds include 
imported blue 'raw glass', window glass, melon beads, glass 
tesserae and a finger ring. To the N of the warehouses the hill 
slope was terraced, then built over. Along the Fish Street Hill 
frontage were traces of strip buildings dating f rom ADSO-70 and 
associated with a clay oven and a well. Further W a large 
masonry building was constructed, adjoining which was a half- 
cellared building. 

By the end of the 1st c the warehouses were entirely rebuilt in 
mudbrick and a new quay was built some 4m S of the previous 
one. This quay consisted of an E-W line of baulks into which 
short vertical posts were set and on top of which was another 
line of baulks; internally it was revetted with planks. The area 
between the two quays was infilled with massive dumps of 
oyster shell, possibly derived from a local processing industry. 
The existing warehouses were then extended a further 4.5m 
southwards, to the line of the former quay face. Three lead 
ingots were found below the floor of one of the warehouses 
and an inscription on one identifies them as the produce of 
British mines. By this time one of the quayside buildingsappears 
to have been a tavern, while another, containing a large number 
of unused mosaic pieces, may have been a craf t workshop. In the 
entrance to several buildings were large storage jars which are 
interpreted as urinals. Finds from the warehouses included a 
sheet lead oil lamp, fragments of stone palette and two vessels 
of imported stone. 
By the early 2nd c the line of the quay had been extended 
further S (beyond the limit of excavation). At least one ware- 
house was extended S again to the line of the earlier quay. 

All the buildings on site were destroyed by the Hadrianic fire 
of c AD 120-125. One ruined warehouse was used for the storage 
of slaked lime, while another was used as a rubbish dump. Soon 
after the fire the area was levelled and covered with dumps of 
burnt mudbrick. It was then sealed by a thin layer of chalk and 
trampled surfaces associated with the construction of a large 
masonry building, perhaps a warehouse with a portico, along 
the Fish Street Hill frontage. The foundations of this building 
were sealed by the dumping of more burnt mudbrick; it was this 
material which contained the burnt central Gaulish samian 
found during the construction of Regis House in 1929-31. The 
large masonry building in the NW of the site was also destroyed 
by the Hadrianic fire, but was rebuilt. In the SW of the site 
wattle and daub structures were erected on the newly raised 
ground surface, only to be destroyed by a further fire. Dark 
earth deposits, dated to the 4th c, sealed this building. 

After the Roman period the earliest activity is represented by 
sunken-floored buildings and rubbish pits of 10th-11th-c date. 
Truncated wall foundations, wells and cesspits are late medi- 
eval in date; the bottom f ill of one of the wells contained a large 
collection of tools. A series of brick-built cellared buildings and 
associated wells and cesspits date from the 16th-17th c: one pit 
produced an early 16th-c Dutch delftware jug. These buildings 



occupied thesiteuntil 1824-31 when the new London Bridge was 
constructed and King William Street created;during this period 
and subsequent development many post-medieval f eatures were 
backfilled and properties realigned (see LA 8, no. I (1996)). 

Faraday Buildings, Knightrider Street, E C ~  TQ 319s 8100 OAU 
(D Wilkinson) evaluation December 199s British Telecom QVT95 

Three trenches revealed a partially surviving Roman structure 
below the E end of Knightrider Street. Deposits, which are 
interpreted as most likely to be the infilling of 1st-c Roman 
gravel quarrying, were seen in a trench in the N block basement 
of the building. The third trench, also in the N block basement, 
showed truncation of the natural gravels by the existing struc- 
ture, and recovered some ornamental 19th-c building stone. 
Blossoms Inn, 20-27 Lawrence Lane, ECZ TQ 3241 8125 MOLAS 
(Gordon Malcolm) evaluation July 1995 Scottish Amicable In- 
vestment Managers Ltd BL095 

Evidence was found for extensive Roman occupation between 
the Flavian period and the end of the 4th c. Late Roman 
deposits were sealed by dark earth, into which was set a number 
of medieval buildings, of which Blossom's Inn was one. 
Cunard House, 88 Leadenhall Street, E C ~  TQ 3336 8116 MOLAS 
(David Sankey) watching brief Mar 1995 Bahagia Investments 
Ltd CUN95 
Natural brickearth was truncated or disturbed by the construc- 
tion of the basement. 
4-19 (Block G), 71-76 Little Britain, 10 King Edward Street, 
ECI TQ 3208 8130,3068 8114 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) watching brief 
Dec 1994 to May 199s & evaluation Mar-Apr 19% St George's plc 
(North London) L B T ~ ~  

The watching brief on the N side of Little Britain (Block G) 
continued (LA 7 no 13 (1995) 336), revealing disturbed natural 
brickearth overlaid by apparently waterlaid deposits, which 
may conf irm documentary ref erences to this area being marshy. 
The waterlaid deposits were succeeded by pits, undated and 
severely truncated by the insertion of the present 19th-c base- 
ments. An evaluation on the S side of Little Britain recorded the 
natural brickearth cut by several large features - quarry pits and/ 
or ditches - and smaller pits, all of Roman date. Above the fill of 
one of these ditches was a gravel surfake associattd with two 
postholes. A thick, undated deposit covered the site and was cut 
by a large E-W ditch, the fill of which is dated mid-11th to mid 
12th c. Stakes had been driven into the sides of the ditch, possibly 
as a def ensive measure; the ditch may have been part of the City 
Wall defensive system. It was succeeded by dump layers of 
probable post-medieval date and truncated post-medieval pits. 

7-10 London Street (automated public convenience), ~ c 3  TQ 
3338 8095 MOLAS (David Sankey) watching brief May 1995 Corpo- 
ration of London, City Engineers LNS% 

Natural strata were not exposed. Roman debris from a clay-and- 
timber building was recorded. 
I London Wall, ~ c 2  TQ 3217 8153 MOLAS (Kieron Tyler) evaluation 
July 199s Norman Foster and Partners L N W ~ S  

Naturalgravels in the SW of the site were overlaid by disturbed 
natural. In the SE fills of a cut feature were recorded, dated to 
the late 1st-2nd c; above were modern dump layers. 

Winchester House, 74-82 London Wall, ~ c z  TQ 3294 8144 MOLAS 
(Portia Askew) evaluation Sept 1995 John Shreeves & Partners WCH95 

In the SW of the site, above the natural gravels, Roman dumps 
sloping down to the W contained much painted wall plaster. 
They are dated to the 1st and 2nd c and may have been derived 
from the demolition of buildings in the immediate area. The W 
end of a beam-slot f or a clay and timber and building was found 

next to these demolition deposits. The dumps were cut by late 
medieval to early post-medieval pits which were in turn trun- 
cated by an early 19th-c brick-built cellar or cesspit. 

Three Quays House, Lower Thames Street, BC3 TQ 3335 8055 
MOLAS (David Lakin) evaluation Oct 1995 Scottish Widows L T S ~  

Natural strata were not observed. Roman consolidation depos- 
its were recorded in the N of the site, succeeded by medieval 
pits, foreshore deposits and a pile-built wooden structure. The 
medieval foreshore was also located in the central part of the 
site, as well as a substantial timber revetment. In the S of the site 
late medieval consolidation deposits were recorded. 

8-10 Mansion House Place, E C ~  TQ 3267 8103 MOLAS (Portia 
Askew) watching brief Nov 199s Helical Bar plc MNS95 
Naturalgravel was recorded immediately beneath the basement 
slab. 

6 Pump Court, Middle Temple, RC+ TQ 3118 8103 OAU (Dave 
Wilkinson) evaluation August 1995 P J Farmer KM95 

Three trenches were excavated prior to the construction of 
replacement steps. The earliest contexts were a dumped deposit 
which comprised a friable dark black sandy silt with red brick 
fragments and mortar patches and the cellar wall of 6 Pump 
Court. A cavity within the cellar wall may related to an above 
ground feature of the exterior wall. A cobbled surface one 
course in thickness and comprising flint nodules, rough hewn 
ragstone and a York stone slab was present in one of the 
trenches. This may represent the 17th-c level of thecourtyard. A 
considerable build-up of dumped deposits within the courtyard 
is probably due to landscaping and demolition that occurred 
during the construction of the surrounding later buildings. 

Northgate House, 20-28 Moorgate, E C ~  TQ 3272 8142 MOLAS 
(David Lakin) evaluation July 1995 MEPC M R G ~ ~  

Natural gravel was recorded in the W of the site, waterlaid 
depositsof a large tributary of the Walbrook in the Eof the site. 
Material from the fill of this tributary and dumpselsewhereon 
the site indicated metal- and glass-working nearby. Evidence of 
property divisions of 2nd-c date was recorded. Activity on the 
site seems to have continued into the late 3rd or 4th c. 

111 Old Broad Street, ~ c z  TQ 3300 8x35 OAU (Alan Hardy) evalu- 
ation May 199s Grosvenor Developments OBT~S  

A small excavation in the basement clarified the results of an 
evaluation by MoLAS in September and October 1994 (LA7, no. 
13,337). Evidence of earlier Roman activity was indicated by a 
small iece of tile and a sherd of 2nd-c pottery recovered from 
a pit 411. Wall foundations probably relating to the medieval 
friary were also revealed. It was apparent that, where not 
truncated by existing modern concrete beams, piles, caps and 
drains, archaeological deposits of a considerable depth survive. 
111-115 Old Broad Street, E C ~  TQ3300 8135 AOC (Adrian Chadwick) 
watching brief Feb-Mar 1996 Grosvenor Estate Holdings 0 ~ ~ 9 6  

Work on the site of the priory church of the Friar Hermits of 
St Augustine of Hippo revealed evidence for the internal 
northernmost aisle of the chancel. Other pier bases and footings 
for internal partitions in the chancel were recorded. Pre-priory 
(pre-1250) cess or tanning pits were also recorded. Residual 
material from the early-mid 2nd and 4th c was recovered. 

116-118 Old Broad Street, E C ~  TQ 3295 8132 AOC (Eric Norton) 
watching brief Oct 199s Grosvenor Estate Holdings 0 ~ ~ 9 5  

In the excavation of test pits, a chalk rubble wall was recorded 
and interpreted as the foundation of the choir on the line of the 
S aisle. It could relate to a crypt under the church, confined to 
the area between theaisle walls,not extending the full width of 
the church. A medieval cess or tanning pit was recorded. 



I Poultry, x z  and E C ~  TQ 3258 8110 MOLAS (Mark Burch, Julian 
Hil1,Sarah Jones, Duncan Lees, Peter RowsomeandPhilTreveil) 
excavation 199s Altstadtbau Ltd on behalf of Advanta plc and 
City Acre Ltd  ONE^^ 

The site lies on the W side of the middle Walbrook valley near 
the Roman and medieval Walbrook crossings. Excavations in 
1994 (LA 7 no 13 (1995) 337) continued throughout 19% and have 
uncovered a 60m length of the main intramural E-W Roman 
road, the viadecumana, and a major 1st-c road junction to the W 
of the Walbrook crossing, with roads running S, NW and N 
from the via decumana. Building sequences between the roads 
and within the excavation area lie within five separate insulae. 
Excavation of the four insulae which fall within the W half of 
the site willcontinue in 1996. Excavation of the E half of thesite 
included part of the main E-W road, roadside timber drains, and 
a sequence of Roman clay and timber strip buildings along the 
N side of the road and E of the road junction. The E-W road was 
constructed on a spur of natural sand and gravel which may 
have influenced its location. The earliest Roman activity to the 
N of the main road consisted of terraces cut into the prevailing 
natural slope. Following a short period of external activity 
which included dumps and midden deposits, an insubstantial 
timber building was built on the easternmost and lowest of the 
roadside terraces. Pre-Boudican structures were destroyed by 
fire in the rebellion of AD 61. Re-terracing work obliterated 
much of the pre-Boudican sequence on the higher terraces to 
the W and was followed by the establishment of five roadside 
properties. A box-structure of large oak beams on the E property 
formed a platform for a clay and timber building. Two of the 
roadside properties included wells constructed from reused 
silver fir barrels, which were recovered intact. 

The roadside buildings included a mixture of residential, com- 
mercial and industrial functions. A property in the W of the 
insula contained at least three rooms and a corridor, with 
mudbrick walls surviving to a height of o.6m. The internal faces 
of the walls had been chevron-keyed for the application of 
plasterwork. Eavesdrips and small covered drains between the 
properties drained S into sticcessivephases of the largepost-and- 
plank revetted drain along the N side of the road. Roadside 
drains up to 2.2113 wide and 2m deep may have been designed to 
carry a diverted Walbrook tributary. The roadside buildings 
were destroyed in an early 2nd-c'fire, pkobdbly the Hadrianic 
fire of AD 125, and sealed by a thick depositlof fire debris. In one 
of the buildings carbonised herbs lay spilled across a scorched 
brickearth floor, along with a number of very small wooden 
spoons and decorated wooden beads. 

The pre-Hadrianic sequence to the N of the roadside buildings 
consisted of E- and N-f lowing external drainage channels and 
structures associated with water-management. These structures 
were parallel with the main E-W road but may have been 
associated with a small Walbrook tributary to the N. Towards 
the W of the area a rectangular, post and plank-lined structure 
was cut into the surface of natural sand; to the E a grid arrange- 
ment of large oak piles within a sunken or terraced area formed 
a partially dismantled structure of uncertain function. Both 
structures fell out of use in the late 1st-c and were covered by 
waterlaid silts. 

After the Hadrianic fireclay-and-timber buildings were rebuilt 
on some of the properties along the N side of the via decumana, 
but the scale and density of rebuilding was less vigorous than in 
the late 1st c. The area to the N remained external but roadside 
property boundaries and drainage systems were extended N. 
Towards the end of the 2nd c stone buildings were built on the 
N parts of two of these properties, the W of which was built of 
tile and ragstone, contained four rooms and was substantially 
rebuilt at least once; the square N end of the NE room was 

replaced by an apse and a mosaic floor was laid within the new 
room area. The NW room was converted to a bathing chamber, 
by removing the original floor and installing a hypocaust 
system, a supported floor with mosaic pavement and a corner 
plunge bath. The W wall of the room was strengthened by the 
addition of external buttresses, and hypocaust channels ex- 
tended N and E to  separate phases of praefurnia (furnaces) 
outside the building. The two S rooms remained unheated 
although tessellated floors were renewed. The E hypocaust 
channel subsequently went out of use and a small heated room 
was added to the NE side of the N apse. A mosaic centre panel 
in the apsidal room was replaced by a rudimentary floor of 
reused roofing tile prior to the building's demise in the late 4th 
or early 5th c. The original floor may have been lifted or 
salvaged in antiquity. 

To the Ea building wasconstructedon oak piles with oak beams 
and uncoursed chalk foundations above. The superstructure 
was also built of chalk, the walls roughly coursed. The S end of 
the building was open at both foundation and superstructure 
level, although a timber beam slot and large post-pad impres- 
sions may be evidence for a timber facade or portico. The 
building, which could have been a temple or hall, contained no 
internal divisions and was unheated. Situated centrally within 
it was a mosaic centre-panel, made up of a geometric poly- 
chrome design radiating from an octagonal centre and sur- 
rounded by a triple-braid guilloche; it is provisionally dated to 
the 4th c. To the N was a smaller, rectangular panel, of which 
only fragments of a polychrome figurative design survived. 
The mosaic panels were set inside a tessellated border whose N 
end was laid in the shape of an apse, suggesting that a semi- 
circular internal structure had been removed in antiquity. A 
slab of wall plaster, painted with a trompe d'oeil architectural 
scheme based on an entablature with Corinthian columns, lay 
near the open Send of the building but may not have originated 
within it. 
Late Roman roadside timber buildings immediately to  the S of 
the stone buildings may have been contemporary with them 
and, in the case of the chalk building, may have been structur- 
ally interconnected. During the 3rd and 4th c many if not all of 
the roadside properties were cleared of their timber buildings 
which were replaced by yards or open areas between the main 
road and the range of stone buildings to the N. The late Roman 
buildings were sealed by dumped deposits similar to dark earth, 
but there was no evidence of soil formation. 

Late Saxon occupation to the S of Poultry included a sunken- 
floored building built against the W wall of the W Roman 
stone building. Other late Saxon buildings lay to the E, indicat- 
ing that the Roman Walbrook crossing to the S had been 
abandoned in favour of what later became the medieval Wal- 
brook crossing at Poultry. By the 12th c the Sside of Poultry was 
lined with timber buildings, many of which contained evi- 
dence of metal-working. The area further to the S was consist- 
ently external during this period, first as a large open area and 
then as backyards to the properties to the N. In the 13th c larger 
medieval properties were established across the entire area, as 
evidenced by the chalk foundations of the trading-house of the 
merchants of Lucca. Floor levels andground surf aces associated 
with later medieval occupation did not survive on the E half of 
the site. 

Brick-built cellars, cesspits and wells, dating from the 17th and 
18th-c, survived across the site, many associated with properties 
which fronted onto Poultry and Bucklersbury. Evidence of 
trades included mercury waste from felt-making associated 
with 18th-c hatters. 

Many finds have been recovered from the site, with metalwork 
and organic finds particularly well preserved. Notable amongst 



the many Roman items recovered are part of a shale table and 
the base of a wooden chest, two cosmetic grinders, a marble 
make-up palette, an unusual bronze statuette of Bacthus and a 
copper alloy balance with two weighing pans, balance beam and 
iron pointer. Late Saxon and early medieval artefacts include 
tools associated with metalworking, bone and antler-working, 
weaving and other trades carried out within the dwellings and 
workshops along Poultry and Bucklersbury. Several late Saxon 
shoes and ankle-boots and metal objects which include deco- 
rated knife blades and a possible shield-boss, have come from 
cess pits beneath the 11th-c church of St Benet Sherehog. Post- 
medieval finds include artefacts associated with 18th-c trades in 
Bucklersbury, including apothecaries, felters, and hatters. 

Extensive environmental sampling has produced organically 
rich samples from all periods. Unusual finds have included the 
skeleton'of a snake from a medieval yard area. WC 

Petershill House & Crest House, Peter's Hill, Old Change 
Court, E C ~  TQ 3210 8100 MOLAS (Ian Grainger) evaluation June- 
July 1995 M E K  UK Ltd PTH95 
Natural gravels were truncated by basements. 

22 Queen Street, E C ~  TQ3244 8099 MOLAS (Pat Millet) watching 
brief Sept 1995 Bass Taverns Ltd QNTW 

Above natural gravels were deposits and a pit dated to rst-2nd c, 
sealed by possible Roman demolition material. 
Armour and Union Houses, 18-40 St Martin's-le-Grand, mz  
TQ 3217 8138 MOLAS (Simon O'Connor-Thompson) watching brief 
Oct-Nov 1995 St Martins Property Corporation Ltd M L G ~ ~  

Afrer an evaluation (LA 7 no (1995) 338) a watching brief con- 
firmed that naturalgravels were truncated by the basement slab 
and foundations of the demolished building. Pottery recovered 
from disturbed material dated to the 2nd and late 12th-c. 

22,30-32 St Mary Axe, 19-21 Bury Street, ~3 TQ 3321 8125 MOLAS 
(Liz Howe and Robin Nielsen) excavation Nov-Dec 1995 Traf al- 
gar House BAX95 
Several struck f lints and sherds of pottery, possibly of Iron Age 
date, were recovered from disturbed natural brickearth. In the 
Roman period the site was levelled with redeposited brickearth 
and cut by quarry pits, especially in thg N of the site where a 
garden-type soil survived above the redeposited brickearth. 
Towards the W of the site the levelling was'cut by several 
features, including a well. For the medieval period several pits, 
containing fragments of bell moulds, bronze metal waste and 
stone crucibles were found in the W of the site. One clay-lined 
pit, showing signs of burning, may have been associated with 
bell casting: it is dated to the 11th-13th c. A well was also recorded. 
In the N of the site substantial pits, possibly quarry pits, were 
filled with domestic refuse, including a complete 15th-c flagon. 
Shallow ditches may have been property boundaries. Three 
post-medieval brick cellars were also located in the N of the site: 
they were possibly the remains of the three houses fronting 
Jeffrey's Square which are depicted on Horwood's map of 1799. 
A wide range of domestic refuse was recovered from the 
backfills of the cellars.The remainsof another 18th-c cellar were 
recorded to the W. WC 

19 St Mary a t  Hill, Bcj TQ 3306 8068 MOLAS (Bruce Watson) 
excavation Mar 1995 Southwark Investments plc S H I ~ ~  

Redeposited sand and gravel of a stream channel overlay the 
natural clay. The sloping ground surface was levelled with a 
dump of wood ash, dated to AD 50-170; two stakes inserted into 
it may have been part of a f ence line. Af ter AD 170 a building was 
constructed, represented by an E-W timber baseplate supported 
by a series of paired oak posts and, to the S, what is interpreted 
as floor make-up. To the N of the baseplate was a parallel gully, 

serving as an external drain; this was filled in AD 250-400, 
presumably when the building had gone out of use. Above the 
building were the remains of a Reigate and tagstone rubble 
foundation of a cellated building dating to the 16th to 18th-c, 
but probably post-Great Fire. It was truncated by 19th-c redevel- 
opment. 

Thames Archaeological Survey TQ 3210 8075 LARF/MOL (Mike 
Webber, Gustav Milne) inter-tidal zone survey English Herit- 
age and Homelands Trust FCYOI 

Teams from the City of London Archaeological Society and 
UCL Institute of Archaeology surveyed the erosion of the barge 
beds and recorded a 17th-c jetty below Trig Stairs, boat remains 
near Blackfriars and other features. WC 

Walbrook Wharf, Upper.Thames Street, m 4  TQ 3-1 8076 
MOLAS (Sophie Jackson) watching brief Nov-Dec 1995 The City 
Engineers, Corporation of London www 
Modern foreshore deposits were noted in a trench at the end of 
a slipway along the Thames shore line. 

57a-59 West Smithfield, BCI TQ 3191 8168 MOLAS (Liz Howe) 
evaluation Aug 1995 Soho Housing Association ws~9s  

Natural gravels were truncated by drains and modern founda- 
tions. 

CROYDON 
4-20 Edridge Road, Croydon TQ 3245 6515 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) 
evaluation Jan 199s Direct Line Services Ltd E D R ~ S  

Natural gravels were overlaid by soil deposits, possibly garden 
soil or levelling, which contained a very small amount of 
residual medieval pottery. A single sherd of mid-12th to 13th-c 
pottery, probably made locally at Limpsfield, was found in a 
pit. In the S of the site were recorded the remains of two late 18th 
to early 19th-c walls which probably related to a boundary or 
garden perimeter of the Friends Meeting House (documented 
from 1847). 

14-18 Kingswood Way, Selsdon TQ 354 6147 MOLAS (Tony 
Thomas) watching brief June 199s Mr Alan Sales K W W ~ S  

Natutal clay above weathered chalk was coveted by hillwash 
and ploughsoil. They were sealed by levelling dumps. 

344 London Road, Croydon TQ 317 667 CAT evaluation August 
1995 BDS Chartered Surveyors & Property Consultants L N ~  

Two trenches revealed nothing of archaeological significance. 

128 North End, Croydon TQ 3218 6601 MOLAS (Bruno Barber) 
watching brief May 1995 Bilfinger & Berger UK Ltd N E N ~ ~  

Truncated natural gravel was cut by a shallow gully which lay 
just E of and parallel to the North End frontage: it may have 
been a drainage gully or a bedding trench. A small 19th-c refuse 
pit cut the gully. At the rear or E end of the site was a cellar, 
constructed of shallow, frogged red bricks, which was appar- 
ently associated with 19th-c make-up for the lowest floor slab 
above. 

The Old Palace School, Old Palace Road, Croydon TQ 3197 
6540 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) watching brief July 1995 Whitgift 
Foundation arcs 
The site lies inside a listed building. Below the modern court- 
yard lay 19th-c made ground; natural strata were not reached. 

68-74 Park Lane, Croydon TQ 3255 6514 MOLAS (Robin Nielsen) 
evaluation Jan 1995 Croydon Properties Ltd P L N ~ ~  

Two features cutting the natural gravels contained undated 
pieces of worked flint. They were sealed b colluvium into 
which a rwh-c quatty pit and a boundary waE between Nos 70 
and 72 had been set. The wall was constructed on chalk, flint 



and brick foundations of possible 18th-c date and appears to 
represent a property boundary between Park Lane and Croydon 
High Street. Associated with it were 19th-c garden features. 

107 Park Lane and 35 Coombe Road, Croydon TQ 3264 6482 AOC 
(Colm Maloney) evaluation Sept 1994 Rydon Construction Ltd PLE94 
The S end of the site had been largely disturbed by Victorian 
cellars. Elsewhere, sampling a possible medieval ploughsoil pro- 
duced three small sherds of medieval pottery and two Bronze 
Age flint flakes. Above this deposit were layers associated with 
the post-medieval use and demolition of the buildings. 

9 wellesley ~ o a d ,  Croydon ~~3248657~~0c(Adrian~hadwick) 
evaluation Feb 1996 Scottish Mutual Assurance plc WYR@ 

Investigation in f ront and to rear of the Midland Bank building 
produced only post-medieval and later material with dump 
deposits to the front and a cellar at the rear. 

14 Whitgif t Street,Croydon T~32266524 Mo~~s(Geoff Potter) 
excavation Jan-Feb 199s Edward Symmons & Partners WHT9S 

Hillwash, reworked by cultivation, was cut by late Roman pits 
and a ditch which contained pottery, 39 3rd-4th-c coins, a ring 
intaglio and a bronze f ibula. Also recorded was a large medieval 
pit, possibly a quarry pit, from which environmental material 
was extracted. Residual prehistoric struck flints, including a 
few Mesolithic tools and cores, were recovered. 

18 Woodf ield Hill, Coulsdon TQ29055783 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) 
evaluation Dec 1995 Maddox Homes Limited 
Deposits had been severely truncated by modern construction 
work. Where it survived, sterile hillwash overlay weathered and 
solid chalk. 

EALING 
4 1 4 ~  and 416 Ealing Road/Alperton Lane, Alperton TQ 1814 
8321 OAU (Andy Parkinson) evaluation May 1995 Geof f rey Reid 
Associates APL9S 

Two trenches were excavated. An undated ditch in trench I had 
been much truncated during construction of a car park. Finds 
from the earliest layer in trench 2 indicated a date range of mid 
17th- to mid 18th-c. Two ditches were present, one of probable 
late 18th-c date and the other undatecf. They probably represent 
boundarylland divisions; the amount of Kinds from one of 
them probably indicates nearby activity. No'finds or features 
were located which might indicate occupation associated with 
the medieval hamlet of Alperton. 

Horsenden Hill, Horsenden Lane, Greenford TQ 1615 8450 
MOLAS (Ian Grainger, Mark Wiggins) watching brief June and 
Aug 1995 London Borough of Ealing H H G ~ S  

Work to revet the hill, a Scheduled Ancient Monument, was 
monitored. London Clay was sealed by modern dumps which 
also contained Late Neolithic worked and burnt flints. 

St Mary's Church, Northolt TQ 1319 8405 MOLAS (Mark Wiggins) 
watching brief Dec 1995 The Rector & Parochial Church Coun- 
cil of St Mary's Church Northolt M C N ~ S  

Natural clay was sealed by a clay deposit and then modern 
topsoil. The top of a possible grave was recorded near the SW 
corner of the church but no dating evidence was recovered. 

The Cedars, Tentelow Lane, Southall TQ 1335 7836 OAU (Mark 
Roberts) evaluation October 199s Bettercare Limited TLE95 
Three trenches were excavated. Natural was overlaid by ?garden 
soils possibly dating to the 19th c. This was overlaid by modern 
dumping up to 1.2 m deep. It was present across the site and is 
likely to relate to the construction of the existing building in 
1966. No features or finds of archaeological significance were 
encountered. 

Twyford Abbey, Twyford Abbey Road, Twyford TQ 1905 
8326 OAU (Mark Roberts) evaluation October 1995 Lafayette 
Limited m ~ 9 5  

Five machine-dug trenches and four hand-dug test pits were 
excavated. Eight very small sherds were recovered from a 
modern garden soil. One was identified as organic tempered 
Saxon pottery. A second sherd, tempered with sand, may have 
been either late Iron Ageor late Saxon. All features encountered 
were modern. The subsoil and archaeological deposits are likely 
to have been truncated by extensive 19th-c landscaping. 

ENFIELD 
19-67 Bradley Road, Enfield Lock TQ 3643 9865 MOLAS (Stuart 
Gibson) evaluation July 1995 Hall & Tawse Partnership BEK95 
Only the S end of the site produced any evidence of human 
activity prior to the 2nd half of the 19th c: one small pit of 
medieval date and two prehistoric flint flakes. 

St Michael's Hospital, Chase Side, Enfield Enfield Archaeo- 
logical Society watching brief (newsletter) 

Nothing of archaeological interest was noted. WC 

3 Chauncey Close, ~9 ~ ~ 3 4 1 0  9330 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) watching 
brief July 1995 Habinteg Housing Association Ltd cc~94  

Following an evaluation (LA 7 no 13 (1995) 339), a watching brief 
recorded natural brickearth covered by ploughsoil, except in 
one trench where a pit -possibly Iron Age in date - was found, as 
well as several unstratified worked flint flakes. 

492 Great Cambridge Road, Enfield TQ 3436 9648 MOLAS (Paul 
Hutchings) evaluation Nov-Dec 1995 Pickfords Ltd G C A ~ S  

Natural brickearth was, in the N of the site, overlaid by subsoil 
and topsoil for levelling up the ground. The soil appears to have 
been obtained from the S end of the site where natural was 
sealed by modern overburden. 

Former MK Works, Park Road, N9 TQ 3412 9288 MOLAS (Ken 
Pitt) evaluation MayJuly 1995 London & Quadrant Housing 
Trust and Sanctuary Housing Association PKR9S 

Natural brickearth was generally truncated and overlaid by 
make-up for concrete slabs but in one trench truncated post- 
medieval agricultural soil survived below the slab make-up. In 
another, shallow 20th-c garden features cut brickearth. 

GREENWICH 
Avery Hill Student Village, Avery Hill Road, SE9 TQ 4465 
7407 MOLAS (Portia Askew) evaluation May 1995 University of 
Greenwich A V H ~ S  

The natural gravels were generally covered by topsoil. In one 
trench two phases of land drains were revealed,one of early and 
the other of later 19th-c date. 
Bugsby Way, Charlton SELAU (David Garrod) two watching 
briefs May to November 1995 Geof Reid Assoc. and Ballast 
Nedham Construction Ltd. 
No significant archaeological deposits or features found. Deep 
modern dumps of soil seen, where concrete broken through. 

97 Church Manor Way, ssz .TQ 4593 7855 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) 
evaluation Sept 199s Dalafame Ltd CMWS 

Natural gravels were overlaid by 19th-c or later demolition 
rubble. 

Greenwich Magistrates Court, 2-8 Greenwich High Road, 
SEIO TQ 7690 3755 MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) watching brief June 
1995 Metropolitan Police Service, Property Services Dept G M C ~ ~  

Undated alluvial deposits associated with the edge of the 
Ravensbourne valley were sealed by a brick floor, which may 
have been part of a 17th-18th-c cellar, and by 19th-c make-up. 



Queen Anne Block, Royal Naval College, SEIO TQ 3853 7790 
MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) watching brief Jan 95 Buildings & 
Properties Facilities Management RNC93 

A third watching brief (LA 7 nos 8 (1994) and 13 (199s) 202,340) 
within the Royal Naval College was conducted in two trenches 
adjacent to the W face of the Queen Anne Block. Plaster f loors 
and chalk and ragstone walls was located in both trenches. They 
were clearly part of the Tudor palace of Placentiaand have been 
left protected in situ. Sealing them were destruction deposits of 
the mid 17th-c which were truncated by the foundations of 
Wren's 1697 building. 

Griffin Manor School, Plumstead High Street, S E I ~  SELAU 
(David Garrod) watching brief June, July 199s Mount Anvil 
Construction Ltd 

No significant archaeological deposits or features found. Area 
deeply disturbed by previous buildings on site. 

Shooters Hill - Aerial Site, Shooters Hill, sErg TQ 4375 7635 MOLAS 

(Tony Thomas) watching brief Mar 199s Aerial Sites plc s s s ~  

Along the N edge of the site and cutting the natural gravels was 
the trench-built S cambered gravel edge of the Roman road 
Watling Street and its shallow roadside ditch to the S. Such a 
construction, favoured by the military, argues for an early date 
during the Roman occupation. Above were a series of undated 
dumps and cut features which were sealed by modern topsoil. 

HACKNEY 
10-20 Clifton Street, ~ c z  TQ 3307 8190 MOLAS (S Stephens) 
evaluation Dec 1995 Real Property Investments Ltd CFS9S 

The natural brickearth was cut by post-medieval quarry pits, 
shallow linear features and, in the N of the site, two pits which 
contained evidence of metal-working: copper waste, crucible 
and bell mould fragments. The quarry pits were succeeded by 
gravel surfaces associated with post and stake holes, none of 
which are dated later than 1700. Brick walls, one of which was 
part of a cesspit, were located towards the N of the site above 
levelling; their alignment is different from that of the present 
street frontage. They were truncated by modern basements. 

Samuel Lewis Dwellings, Dalston Lane, 138 TQ 3426 8510 OAU 
(Rob Early) evaluation January 1995 Samuel Lewis Housing 
Trust DAS95 l 

I .  

Four trenches were excavated between the t b o  E housing 
blocks in advance of proposed demolition and redevelopment. 
Two walls of moulded red-brick and bonded by a solid cement- 
based mortar were clearly not load-bearing, and are likely there- 
fore to have been associated with an earlier outhouse or garden 
feature. Two layers were tentatively identified as post-medi- 
eval ploughsoil or garden soil. One of the layers contained five 
sherds dated between the 18th and 19th c. This interpretation is 
consistent with the phase one evaluation carried out by MOLAS, 
where brickearth was overlain by post-medieval ploughsoil or 
garden soil. Two sherds of Roman colour-coated ware were 
redeposited but suggest Roman activity in the area. 

The Leyton Outfall Sewer, Eastway, 139-QuartermileLane, 
EIO TQ 3723 8547 - 3733 8548 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) watching brief Mar- 
Oct 199s Thames Water Utilities E W A ~ S  

Sewer diversions revealed natural gravel overlaid by alluvium, 
either natural or imported, and 1gth/20th-c land infill deposits. 

Fenn Street, Homerton E9 TQ 3548 8510 WA (Andrew Crockett) 
evaluation October Lad Construction Ltd F E S ~ ~  

Two trenches were excavated by machine in a site of c 580 m' 
NW of the junctionof Fenn Street and Homerton High Street. 

properties. The most substantial was the N side of a cellar. Many 
of the features and deposits produced post-medieval finds, 
including 17th- or early 18th-c pottery. There were no earlier 
features or finds. 

2-4 Hoxton Square, 33 Coronet Street, NI TQ 331s 8270 MOLAS 
(David Sankey) evaluation Mar 1995 Cyril Sweett Project Con- 
sultants H X S ~ S  

20th-c fill over natural gravels was recorded in a single trench 
in No 3 but geotechnical prospecting revealed possible evidence 
for part of the Civil War defensive ditch which surrounded 
London, and a culvert in 33 Coronet Street. 

122 Lea Bridge Road, ES TQ 3544 8648 MOLAS (Adrian Miles) 
evaluation Nov 1995 Ruddy Construction Ltd L B R ~  

Above natural gravels were 17th-18th-c agricultural soils. A 
single prehistoric flint flake was recovered from the interface 
between the two. 

Corner of 2-16 Link Street 12-14 Homerton High Street, E ~ T Q  
3533 8505 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) evaluation Feb-Mar 1995 New Islington 
& Hackney Housing Association LIKJY 

In a trench in the N of the site, natural brickearth was cut by a 
Saxo-Norman quarry pit and a gully, and a Tudor pit. They were 
sealed by two distinct layers of agricultural soil. In the SE of the 
site, alluvial deposits of the flood plain of Hackney Brook had 
been truncated by part of a partially demolished Tudor cellar, 
the remains of which were sealed by a large dump layer. Above 
this were 19th-c wall foundations. 

Essoldo Cinema (former), Mare  street,^^ TQ 3500 8434 MOLAS 
(Liz Howe) evaluation Sept 199s Cordwamers College M E S ~ S  

Natural brickearth was overlaid by medieval or post-medieval 
garden soil. Remains of the 18th-c Congregational chapel were 
located in the N of the site; sealing them and thegarden soil was 
19th-c make-up. 

I Rossington Street, ES TQ 3453 8673 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) watching 
brief May 199s J Hodgson Ltd Rss95 

Modern dumped deposits overlay natural brickearth. 

108-122 Shacklewell Lane, E8 TQ 3396 8555 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) 
evaluation Sept-Oct 1995 The New Islington and Hackney 
Housing Association SKLW 

In one trench on the W of the site, a medieval boundary ditch 
and possible medieval postholes were cut into natural brick- 
earth. They were sealed by 16th117th-c dumping and a brick and 
tile yard and brick structure. The yard area was still in use in the 
18th c. By the 19th c the area appears to have been garden. In the 
second trench on the E of the site, modern fill material sealed 
truncated natural and a 17th/18th-c well. 

HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM 
7-9 Farm Lane, Fulham, sw6 TQ 2524 7749 AOC (Thomas Rees) 
evaluation April 1995 Weltonvale Ltd FLF9S 

An 18thf1gth-c ditch parallel to Farm Lane may have been a 
boundary ditch to Farm Lane before construction on the site. 
Two wells and two large pits (.the latter probably brickearth 
extraction pits), of 19th/zoth-C date, pre-dated layers of rubble, 
surfaces and structural elements. An undated ploughsoil was 
found in part of the site under the 19th-c layers. The earliest 
material recovered was from the 16th c, but residual. 

Fulham Palace Garden, Bishop's Avenue, sw6 TQ 2409 7612 
MOLAS (Adrian Miles) watching brief Feb 1995 Borough of 
Hammersmith & Fulham FLP95 

Seven arch~eological features were recorded, comprising post- 
medieval and/or modern remains associated with residential 

Natural strata were not reached.Topsoi1 overlay an undated silt 
deposit. 



31 Pulham Palace Road, sw6 TQ 2340 7840 MOLAS (John Lewis) 
evaluation Feb 1995 London Transport F U W ~  

The subsoil and natural brickearth was cut by a feature which 
may be late medieval or early post-medieval in date, and by 
possible bedding trenches dated to  the post-medieval period. 
They were sealed by topsoil. 

William Morris Way, Townmead Road, sw6 TQ 2622 7594 
MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) watching brief Dec 95 t o  Jan 96 The 
Notting Hill Housing Trust WLM95 

The site was next t o  the Thames. Alluvial clays were overlaid by 
marshy deposits with mid-19th-c pottery, associated with con- 
solidation and development at the end of the 19th c. 

HARINGEY 
Colsterworth Road, NIS TQ 3377 8956 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) 
evaluation June 1995 Sanctuary Housing Association cw~95 

A large Victorian brick sewer and levelling deposits overlay the 
natural gravels. 

Hexagon Garage, Dukes Head Yard, N6 TQ 2864 8742 MOLAS 
(Kevin Wooldridge) watching brief Feb-Apr 199s Westcity 
Homes (Highgate) Ltd H E X ~ S  

Natural sand was covered by 19th/zoth-c levelling deposits. 

HARROW 
Ash Hil l  Drive, Pinner TQ 111 899 OAU (A Parkinson) evaluation 
September 1995 Tesco Stores AHWS 

Eight trenches were excavated within the former Eastern Elec- 
tricity Depot. Most of the topsoil had been stripped away by the 
construction of the depot. Although the natural clay had also 
been disturbed, two ditches and a pit survived. Their exact date 
is uncertain; the character of their fills and a struck flint and 
daub fragment from the ditches indicate a possible prehistoric 
date. There was no evidence for  Grim's Ditch crossing the site. A 
ditch and a pit of probable 17th-c date were cut into natural clay 
at the bottom of the slope. Post-medieval deposits were located 
in the former car parkarea next to  Ash Hill Drive. Much redclay 
roof tile was recovered. 

Wimpey Sports Ground (former), Brockley Hill, Stanmore 
TQ 1786 9343 MOLAS (David Bowsher, Bruno Barber) evaluation 
and watching brief Feb & Aug,1995 Lgndpn Borough of Barnet 
and Delaporte Investments Ltd B H L ~ )  , ' 

T o  the N of the site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, 
Sulloniacae. A Roman road with a ditch on its W side, found 
below the topsoil next t o  the modern road, is identified as 
Watling Street. I t  had been constructed on a bank of layered 
clay and gravel above the natural clay. Successive road gravels 
and recutting of the ditch indicated that it had been periodi- 
cally maintained. Dating evidence confirmed that the road 
continued in use into the 4th c. Early Roman pottery was of 
Brockley Hill type and the Roman ceramic building material 
was of fabric types produced in kilns found alongside Watling 
Street. A Roman folding knife was recovered. Above the road 
gravels lay hillwash and topsoil. 

Beaumont's Yard, High Street, Pinner TQ 1224 8962 OAU (Rob 
Early) evaluation February 1995 Glaston Estates B M S ~ S  

Three trenches were excavated: two ili a standing warehouse on 
the site of Beaumont's Yard and one in an open yard behind it. 
It  is likely that the construction of the standing warehouse 
between 1940 and 1959 necessitated levelling off the area, result- 
ing in progressively deeper layers of dumped deposits to  com- 
pensate for  the sloping natural. The earliest feature was a linear 
feature aligned NE-SW, which had a U-shaped profile and 
contained two sherds of 12th-14th-c pottery. Possible redepos- 
ited ploughsoils or garden soils were identified; they may have 

been related t o  the rectangular tenement plots present on  the 
Harrow Inclosure map of 1817. A foundation trench and a red- 
brick wall aligned NE-SW represent an earlier phase t o  the 
present warehouse. 

London Road, Stanmore TQ 181 929 WA evaluation Lawson- 
Price Environmental on behalf of Property Holdings Ltd L R S ~ S  

The 3.6 ha site is adjacent t o  Watling Street and c I km S of 
Brockley Hill, where extensive remains of a 1st- and z n d s  AD 
pottery industry have been identified. 

The fieldwork comprised 29 machine-dug trenches, covering 
3.34% of the entire area. Six of them produced archaeological 
evidence (Trenches 2,7,8,25,26 & 29). In Trench 2 there was a 
stratified Romano-British sequence that appears to  begin in the 
late 1st or early 2nd c AD; consisting of inter-cutting ditches. 
Trenches 7 & 8 produced more ephemeral evidence of Romano- 
British activity that dates to  later in the period,probably the 3rd 
or 4th c AD; here the archaeological deposits appear t o  have been 
truncated, probably by recent landscaping. Similarly, Trench 26, 
situated just to  the SE of Trench 2, contained a ditch which 
yielded late Romano-British pottery. Post-medieval deposits 
were recorded in two trenches; Trench 25 contained a rammed 
gravel layer which may have been a trackway; and in Trench 29 
there was a truncated subsoil with ceramic building material of 
this period. 

6 Moss Lane, Pinner TQJ233 9051 MOLAS (Stewart Hoad) watch- 
ing brief Jan 1995 BIX Buildings Ltd M L P ~ S  

London Clay was overlaid by garden soils and 19th-c field 
drains. 

HAVERING 
Hornchurch Bus Garage, Hornchurch Road, Hornchurch 
~ ~ $ 2 7 7  8735 NMS (Frank Meddens) evaluation London Transport 
Properties HO-BG~S 

The evaluation revealed post-holes, a pit, two ditches and a 
shallow insubstantial feature, all cut into natural sand or brick- 
earth. Three features yielded pottery: three prehistoric sherds 
and one that might be early Saxon. Part of the site may have 
been exploited for  brickearth in the 17th c. 

South Hall Farm, London Road, Rainham ~ ~ 5 3 0 0  8150-5400 
8220 NMS (Ken MacGowan) evaluation St Albans Sand &Gravel 
RA-SH9S 

Evaluation in advance of tree-planting intended t o  shield the 
future quarry identified an area containing archaeological 
features of the prehistoric, Roman and Saxon periods in a 
significant concentration. 

Mercury Gardens,Romf ordr~~1638800 NMS (Ken MacGowan) 
watching brief Whitbread RO-MG~S 

A watching brief of the groundworks for  the construction of 
an inn recorded natural clay deposits and 20th-c foundations. 

Romford Market Place, Romford TQ $135 8898 NMS (Mark 
Turner) watching brief London Borough of Havering RO-MP~S 

No archaeological deposits earlier than post-medieval were 
identified. 

The Bull, Romford Market Place, Romford TQ $134 8898 NMS" 
(Ken MacGowan) watching brief Taylor Walker CO Ltd RO-BU~S 

A watching brief on four test pits recorded largely zoth-c 
material, including two buildings and a drain. The earliest 
archaeological deposits were two alluvial layers containing 
post-medieval finds. 

Romford B & Q, Colchester Road, Romford ~ ~ $ 3 8 5  9085 NMS 
(Ken MacGowan) evaluation Granchester Group plc RO-MW~S 



Twentieth-c factory foundations, topsoil and clay deposits 
were recorded. 

Hunts  Hill Farm, Aveley Road, Upminster TQ 566 831 NMS 

(Pamela Greenwood) excavation English Heritage, Redland 
Aggregates and Essex County Council U P - ~ ~ 8 9  

The fifth and final year of rescue excavation gave evidence of 
late Bronze Age settlement, earlier Iron Age and middle Iron 
Age round-houses, a late Iron Age rectangular enclosure with 
wells, ditches and pits and Roman paddocks/enclosures, wells, 
pits and ditches from the 1st to early 4th c, including an area 
with much domestic debris of the mid-2nd to midllate 3rd c. 
Notable finds were an early-2nd-c cremation burial, a 2nd-3rd c 
timber-f ramed well, including elm wood, and a well with debris 
of the Roman period and a Dressel I amphora of the 1st c X. 

A group of roughly rectangular pits are interpreted as early 
Saxon graves, probably of the 6th-early 7th c; there were no 
signs of bone or even body shadows. Finds include iron blades, 
a square glass bead and a complete grass-tempered pot. A few 
early Saxon sherds were found elsewhere on the site. This 
evidence may relate to the settlement traces found in 1994. 
Medieval and later activity was sparse, apart from extensive 
ridge-and-furrow and more recent material of the last c or so. 

Former Rainham Football Ground, Rainham TQ 5230 8190 
TVAS (S. Ford) evaluation March 1995 Fairclough Homes RA-FG~S 

A medium-sized V-shaped ditch, aligned E-W, was located in 
cwo trenches. Pottery from the lower fills provided a date 
of Late Bronze Age to Iron Age; Roman pottery was found in 
the top fills. This may be a field boundary ditch, as no other 
deposits were found. A later watching bried revealed more 
deposits that indicated by the evaluation, with Beaker, Late 
Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman settlement deposits. 

HILLINGDON 
Peggy Bedford Public House, Bath Road, Longford TQ 0561 
7697 OAU (John Hiller) evaluation July 1995 Margram plc m 9 5  

Three trenches were excavated in the car park and plot to the 
rear of the public house building. No archaeological features 
were identified in trenches I and 2. In trench 2 the brickearth 
was sealed by a former topsoil which ill turn wassealed by the 
present topsoil. Evidence of undated small-scale gravel quarry- 
ing was found in trench 3. 

Cranford Park, Cranf ord TQ 1070 7825-0980 7765 MOLAS (Stew- 
art Hoad) watching brief Nov 1995 Southern Electric plc C R P ~ S  

In two separate areas were found the remains of a rubbish pit 
containing Late Bronze Age pottery and a cooking pit which 
contained abundant f ragments of burnt flint. Several artefacts 
were recovered during the removal of the top and subsoil, 
including fragments of Late Bronze Age and Iron Age pottery, 
struck flints and a loomweight fragment. 

St Martin's Church, High Street, Ruislip TQ 0916 8756 MOLAS 
(Mark Wiggins) watching brief July 1995 St Martin's Church 
PCC MCR95 
Natural clay was overlaid by a thick dump, possibly post- 
medieval in date, which was cut by a series'of post-medieval 
burials. 
Great Mills Site, High Street, Yiewsley ~ ~ 0 5 7 0  8084 ~ o ~ ~ s ( M a r k  
Birley) watching brief Feb-Mar 1995 J F Finnegan Ltd HSY% 

In the N of the site a possible scquence of channels of earlier 
courses of the River Pinn was recorded, the latest of which was 
overlaid by topsoil of mid-19th-c date. To the S natural brick- 
earth was truncated and sealed by rubble dumps prior to the 
construction of a refrigeration plant in the 1930s. 

Hayes Stadium - land adjacent, Judge Heath Lane, Hayes TQ 

0895 8106 MOLAS (Nicholas Elsden) evaluation Mar-Apr 1995 
Acton Housing Association J H L ~ S  

Two ditches cutting the natural brickearth were probably part 
of the NW side of the moat enclosing Park Hall, the medieval 
sub-manor of Hayes demolished in the 18qos, and a possible 
feeder channel aligned at right angles to the NW side of the 
moat. Dating evidence suggests that they were infilled in the 
19th or 20th C. 

Taxi Feeder Park, Neptune Road, Heathrow Airport ~ ~ 0 8 5 9  
7681 MOLAS (Stewart Hoad) watching brief Jan-Mar 1995 fieath- 
row Airports Ltd NEP95 

Natural brickearth wascut by a field boundary containing Late 
Bronze Age or Early Iron Age pottery, and by two undated 
ditches, one of which was substantial and may have been a 
relatively major boundary or a defensive ditch. They were 
sealed by modern dumped deposits. 

Cargo Distribution Services Site, Sealand Road, Heathrow 
Airport TQ 0727 7450 MOLAS (Stewart Hoad) excavation June- 
Aug 199s Heathrow Airport Ltd and BAA plc cm95 
Evidence of prehistoric, principally Middle Bronze Age, occu- 
pation was represented by field ditches, pits and a well which 
cut into the natural brickearth. A large part of a cordoned 
Deverel-Rimbury bucket urn was recovered from an isolated 
pit. Many pits, postholes and scoops were also recorded but 
remain undated, although some other features are datablc to 
the Late Neolithic and Late Bronze Ages. WC 

Prospect Park, Harmondsworth TQ 050 775 WA (Rod Brook) 
watching brief British Airways P P K ~ ~  

An evaluation in 1993 (LA 7, no. 8 (1994) 205) had identified areas 
of late Neolithic and late Bronze Age activity. Excavations in 
1994 revealed evidence of settlement and burial from the Neo- 
lithic to the early Saxon periods on the terrace above the Thames 
floodplain. Neolithic use was represented by several features 
containing Grooved Ware. The middle Bronze Age and Ro- 
mano-British use was on a small scale: a possible middle Bronze 
Age ring-ditch with two cremation burials and a single Roman 
cremation burial. Part of an extensive unenclosed late Bronze 
Age settlement of 1oth9th c X was revealed, comprising several 
possible structures, ditches and pits. The early Saxon period was 
represented by four sunken-featured buildings, two timber 
halls, pits, and a well, belonging to a dispersed terrace-edge 
settlement. A restricted finds assemblage include a small but 
important group of non-local pottery which may have come 
from the Midlands in the 5th or 6th c. 

The results of a watching brief carried out in late summer and 
autumn 199s do not substantially alter the results from the 
excavations. 
Wall Garden Farm, Sipson Lane, Harlington TQ 0750 7815 TO 
0752 7820 molas (Friederike Hammer) evaluation June 1995 
Henry Streeter Ltd W G D ~ S  

Natural brickearth was overlaid by a soil horizon which sloped 
down towards a stream in the N. In one area it was cut by a small 
regular pit of possible prehistoric date and a 19th-c pit contain- 
ing much animal bone. The stream was infilled and the ground 
substantially levelled up before a metalled road wasconstructed, 
later covered by topsoil. One residual struck and one burnt flint 
were recovered. 
625-635 Sipson Road, Sipson ~ ~ 0 7 8 0  7711 ~o~as (S tewar t  Hoad) 
evaluation Oct 199s Higgs and Hill Design and Build Ltd s ~ o g ~  

Natural brickearth was covered by a layer of topsoil and mod- 
ern dump deposits and cut by modern features. Three residual 
fragments of burnt flint were noted. 



Heathrow Cargo Multi-Storey Car Park, Southampton Road, 
Cargo Terminal, Heathrow Airport TQo6417445 ~ o ~ ~ s ( S t e w a r t  
Hoad) evaluation Dec 199s Heathrow Airport Ltd SMPgS 

Truncated natural brickearth wasoverlaid by aseriesof modern 
dumps below the tarmac. 

DRA West Drayton, West Drayton TQ 0640 7990 TVAS (S. Ford) 
evaluation April 1995 Broadway Malyan Planning Ltd ~r-1~95 

No deposits of archaeological significance were revealed. Ex- 
amination of spoilheaps revealed a few finds of late medieval 
pottery and prehistoric struck flints. 

HOUNSLOW 
Valor Site (former), Corney Reach, W 4  TQ 2147 7729 MOLAS 
(David Lakin) excavation Apr-May 1995 Barratt Southern Coun- 
ties Ltd vcass 
Natural gravels, shelving gently down to the E and capped in 
the W by brickearth, marked the former bank of the River 
Thames. Close to or on the foreshore neolithic pits,possibly for 
cooking, were discovered. In the S part of the site these seem to 
have been sealed by an alluvial deposit, suggesting extensive 
flooding. It was followed by the formation of a soil datable to 
the post-Roman period. During the deposition of this soil a 
single inhumation burial had taken place: that of a middle-aged 
male, supine, orientated -W and datable to the Saxon period. 
N-S drainage gullies or 6 edding trenches in the S of the site 
indicate agricultural use; they were sealed by a deposit of 
crushed ceramic building material which served as a surface and 
was in its turn cut by similarly orientated gullies or trenches. 
These are dated to the 18th-c. Subsequently substantial bound- 
ary ditches were laid out, followed by the establishment of a 
garden soil, this latter possibly associated with the orchards 
known to have been present in the 19th c. At a similar date an 
extensive flood covered the E part of the site, with alluvium 
filling one of the ditches; it was consolidated soon afterwards 
with dumps of gravel and bottles. 

Kempton Park, Water Treatment Works TQ 1125 7126 OAU 

(Andy Parkinson) evaluation May 1995 Thames Water plc K P W ~ S  

Five trenches were excavated. During construction of the A316 
dual carriageway the site had been used as a compound for 
contractors. The topsoil had been  tripped aqd the resulting 
surface disturbed before it was covered by' yompacted rubble. 
No archaeologically significant remains were located. A post- 
medieval ditch encountered in trench I was probably a former 
field boundary. The probable continuation of this ditch was 
seen in trench 3. Red roof tile was present in the ditch fills. 

Corney Reach, Pumping Station Road, W+ TQ 2146 7742 
MOLAS (David Lakin) watching brief Nov-Dec 1995 Ideal Homes 
(Southern) Ltd 

Following an evaluation and excavation in 1994 (LA 7 no 13 
(199s) 342) the method of working during the watching brief 
made it impossible to recover any evidence of the known 
prehistoric and Roman activity in the area. 
Kneller Gardens, Whitton TQ 1475 7440 TVAS (S. Ford) evalu- 
ation July 199s Wendogable Ltd KLR95 

A recut post-medieval drainage gully was identified along with 
a few sherds of late medieval pottery. 

ISLINGTON 
8-15 Aylesbury Street, ECI TQ 3166 8219 MOLAS (Ian Grainger) 
watching brief Nov-Dec 1995 MFS Communications Ltd AY995 

The site lies within the precinct of the medieval priory of St 
John of Jerusalem. Above the natural gravels were medieval 
chalk and ragstone walls and foundations which survived 
immediately below the present basement slabs. They included 

the remains of two cellars, one possibly large enough to have 
been part of an undercrof t, and one possible pier base or buttress 
foundation for a substantial building of 15th-c or later date. All 
were clearly parts of buildings belonging to the inner precinct 
of the priory. Medieval or earlier pits, robbed wall foundations 
and post-medieval buildings, drains and surfaces were also 
recorded. 

Honourable Artillery Company SportsGround,City Road, 
ECI TQ 3272 8213 KARU (Brian Philp) watching brief Jan 1995 

Examination of sections of trench dug for an underground car 
park revealed deeply-stratified deposits of late Bronze Age/ 
early Iron Age, medieval and 17th-c dates. Relatively large 
amounts of 17th-c pottery were recovered. 

35 Clerkenwell Close, ECI TQ 3149 8225 MOLAS (Barney Sloane) 
watching brief Mar 199s Mr M Quinn cwcss 

A medieval wall foundation, thought to relate to a wall found 
to the S of the site (LA 5 no 15 (1988) 412), and an early-mid 17th- 
c brick-lined well were found below the basement slab and have 
been preserved in situ. 

37a Clerkenwell Green, ~ c r  TQ 3151 8216 MOLAS (Barney Sloane) 
evaluation Aug 1995 The Marx Memorial Library C K G ~ S  

The site is located within the precinct of the nunnery of St 
Mary Clerkenwell (founded in 1144). Overlying natural gravels 
was a deposit of medieval soil cut by a 14th- or 15th-c pit, and 
later by a post-medieval $it. Part of the site had been disturbed 
by 19th-c sewer works. 

44-49 Great Sutton Street, ECI TQ 3190 8223 MOLAS (Chris 
Thomas) watching brief Feb-Mar 1995 City North plc GS95 

The site lies within the precincts of the London Charterhouse, 
a Carthusian priory founded in 1370. Quarry pitscut the natural 
gravel. Evidence was found for the dumping of gravel and 
refuse, as well as naturally accumulated soils; during the 16th 
and 17th c there was particularly widespread dumping of do- 
mestic refuse. 

25-29 Islington Green, NI TQ 3170 8359 OAU (John Hiller) evalu- 
ation July 1995 Tesco Stores I N N ~ S  . 

A single trench was excavated on the site of a disused garage. No 
archaeological features or finds were observed although a 
substantial build-up of modern debris on the site of a former 
row of Georgian terraced houses was revealed. The cellars of 
these houses were cut to a considerable depth and would have 
removed any archaeological features. 

Adjacent t o  St John's Gate, St John's Lane, ECI TQ 3173 8203 
MOLAS (Barney Sloane, Chris Thomas) watching brief Feb 199s 
unf unded S J G ~ S  

Three trenches dug by London Electricity Board in St John's 
Lane and Briset Street, just S of the 16th-c gate-house, were 
investigated. A robbed-out medieval wall with garden soil to its 
W was revealed in one trench. To  its E, and also recorded in 
another trench, were gravel road surfaces representing medi- 
eval and later St John's Lane. In a third trench a brick wall and 
associated post-medieval deposits were recorded. 

The Museum of the London District of the Order of St John, 
ECI ~ o ~ ~ s ( M a r k  Samuel) worked stone recording 1994 and 1995The 
Museum of the London District of the Order of St John LD095 

Selective recording of the museum's lapidary collection was 
undertaken, being made up of worked stones originally derived 
from the demolished precinct of the medieval Order of St John 
and reused in the building of post-medieval Clerkenwell. Com- 
puterisation of data has allowed the museum stones to be 
integrated with thoseexcavated in 1988and later by the f f i ~ ~ a n d  
MOLAS, resulting in the creation of a dating structure andgroups 



of tvpe-stones that can be associated with the documented 
periods of foundation and adaptation. More importantly, the 
recordine has allowed the connections to be recognised be- 
tween c&tain groups of 12th-c type-stones and thesurviving 
remains of the chancel.Two arcade responds in the chancel have 
been recorded in situ and this has allowed the location of a 
remarkable clustered-capital in the form of palm crowns to be 
identified. Other fragments discovered in the chancel as long 
ago as the 1840s can now be recognised as aisle respond capitals 
and free-standing arcade pier bases; the latter differ quite 
markedly in design from the responds. I t  has also proved 
possible to identify a sophisticated capital, decorated with the 
tips(?) of palm f ronds, with the f ree-standing piers, even though 
the lost capital is only known from Victorian records. The 
survival on many of the elements of polychrome paintwork, 
employing expensive vermilion and azure pigments, indicates 
the wealth of the order and allows the colour scheme of the 
chancel to be reconstructed in some detail. 

148-180 St John Street, XI TQ 3178 8228 MOLAS (Kieron Tyler) 
evaluation Jan-Feb 1995 Allied Domecq plc SJ-~ 

The site was close to or within enclosed land owned by Charter- 
house priory from 1370, but formerly occupied by a church and 
Black Death graveyard founded in 1348. Changes in land use, 
dated to the period of the establishment of the graveyard, were 
revealed as well as the N boundary of the Charterhouse land; 
the latter became disused and was backfilled at the time of the 
Dissolution. Ploughsoils post-dating the Dissolution were re- 
corded above the natural gravel and features relating to mid- 
17th-c buildings were also observed. 

Sans Walk, ECI TQ 3150 8220 MOLAS (Barney Sloane) evaluation, 
excavation and watching brief May-Aug 1995 Mercers' CO SAN95 

The site was formerly part of the Augustinian nunnery of St 
Mary de Fonte, founded in 1144. Walls dating to the nth,  ~ t h ,  
and 16th-c excavated in 1987 (LA5 no 15 (1988) 412) were repalred, 
consolidated and then reburied to be preserved under a new 
development by the Mercer's Company. MOLAS photographed 
the preservation works and will produce a report showing 
details of the conservation measures. In addition, three areas of 
the site were investigated. The earliest finds recovered were a 
number of sherds of Iron Age pottery Sound in the backfill of 
a medieval pit. Of the nunnery, a sequence of w d i n g  trenches, 
rubbish pits and a gravel pathway was recorded and is dated 
from the 13th-c to the dissolution of the nunnery in 1538. 
Amongst the more important finds were dress pins, a large hat 
pin, sherds of high quality late-16th-c imported pottery and 
several fragments of decorated floor tiles. Moulded stone from 
at least two windows of the nunnery buildings were also found. 
They complement fragments found in the 1987 excavations. WC 

5-7 Singer Street, 22-24 Cowper Street, E C ~  TQ 3294 8248 MOLAS 
(David Sankey) watching brief June 1995 Overcourt Ltd SIGS 

19th or 20th-C brick rubble was recorded on the Cowper St site. 
KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA - no reports 
KINGSTON 
Manor Farm Buildings, Church Road, Worcester Park TQ 
211) 6628 MOLAS (Bruno Barber) evaluation Apr 199s Royal Bor- 
ough of Kingston upon Thames MAFS 

This site lies within the area of a known Iron Age-Romano- 
British settlement. Above the natural clay was a series of ditches 
on two alignments, possibly a field system, and a number of 
small pits which are dated to mid 1st c EC to 1st c AD. The final 
backfilling of one of the ditches took place in the 2nd c. No 
structural features were recorded, although the site lay just 
inside a possible Late Iron Age defensive boundary feature (LA 
6 no 15 (1992), 418 (PRY~I)). Quantities of burnt flint, pottery and 

residual struck flint flakes suggest settlement nearby. Residual 
4th-c pottery in a later ploughsoil indicates that some form of 
activity continued to the end of the 4th c. The site had been 
subject to truncation by ploughing in the 17th - 18th c and by a 
terrace cut in the hillside for the construction of the standing 
mid-19th-c farm buildings. 

Coombe Hill Golf Club, Golf Club Drive, Kingston t~ 2094 
7068 MOLAS (Mark Birley) watching brief Mar 199s Coombe Hill 
Golf Club CBHS 

At the interface of clean natural gravels and disturbed gravel 
and topsoil a single roughout flint axe, dated to  the Mesolithic 
or Neolithic periods, was found. 

The Royal Eye Hospital, Coombe Road, Norbiton TQ 1950 
6950 MOLAS (Pat Miller) watching brief Nov 199s Ideal Homes 
(Southern) Ltd KEH95 
London Clay and its subsoil were overlaid by a garden soil 
containing modern and post-medieval material. A fragment of 
post-medieval stove tile was recovered from the top of the 
subsoil but it could not be established whether it was in situ. 

70-76 Eden Street, Kingston TQ 1818 6921 MOLAS (Pat Miller) 
excavation MarJune 1995 Simplon Estates E D N ~ S  

The natural brickearth was cut by a pit containing Roman 
material; prehistoric worked flint was also recovered from 
various later features. This site had been excavated in the late 
1960s by KUTAS when a medieval Surrey whiteware pottery kiln 
was revealed at the rear of 70-72 Eden Street. Four 14th-c kilns, 
one of which was relatively intact, and associated features such 
as stoking and waster pits, were recorded in 1995. The kilns had 
beencut into the natural brickearth and lined with a mixtureof 
brickearth and straw. The best example was a two-flued kiln 
with stoking pits at either end. The flues were constructed of 
medieval roof tiles, and the kiln capping with a mixture of 
brickearth and straw. The kiln ca ping and the fired clay used 
to seal the flue openings during gring were found within the 
kiln backfills.Vast quantitiesof Kingston-typesurrey whiteware 
pottery waster material, including many intact vessels, were 
retrieved from the kiln interiors, stoking and waster pits. Most 
of the material consisted of small and large jugs and cooking 
pots, though other forms such as crucibles, cups (lobed and 
plain), bowls, a dripping dish, condiment dish and money-box, 
were also represented. Many vessels exhibited the variability of 
the kiln firing by the discolouration of their fabric and glaze, 
and by buckling, explosion or implosion and fusing. Post- 
medieval gravel quarry pits, postholes, surfaces, a ditch and a 
pond were also recorded. 

Kingston Guildhall, Magistrates' Court Extension, Bath 
Passage, Kingston TQ 1795 6915 MOLAS (Barney Sloane) watching 
brief Dec 1995 Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames K G M ~ S  

Natural gravels were overlaid by a thick colluvium containing 
significant amounts of burnt daub with impressions of wattle. 
This was overlaid by a possible flood deposit of medieval date. 
Soil horizons, pits, and a possible robber cut, dating from the 
16th to ~sth-c, were sealed by the construction horizon for 19th- 
c cottages and modern tarmac. 

Kings Nympton Park Estate, Kingston Hill TQ 1970 7052 OAU (Alan 
Hardy) evaluation July 199s Kingston Borough Council KNL9S 

An evaluation on the site of a proposed new community centre 
indicated that intensive quarrying had taken place across the 
site. No dating evidence was recovered from the quarry pits. 
There were no surviving archaeological deposits in situ and an 
absence of even residual artifacts. 
Tiffin (Boys') School, London Road, Kingston TQ 1876 6941 
MOLAS (Robert Cowie) evaluation Jan 1995 Tiffin School ~ 1 ~ 9 5  



On the N side of the school gymnasium natural gravel was cut 
by an 11th-c pit containing late Saxon and early medieval 
pottery, and by a 12th-c pit. The latter was sealed by ploughsoil 
which produced a sherd of early medieval pottery, and above 
which were post-medieval f eatures including a substantial 18th- 
c garden wall with a row of bedding pits along the S side. Other 
bedding pits were also recorded, as well as later garden features 
such as a Victorian tiled path which abutted the S side of the 
wall. Post-medieval features only were recorded on the S side of 
the school gymnasium, including a shallow ditch which prob- 
ably related to the 18th-c garden. Part of a World War I1 air-raid 
shelter was also exposed. Residual prehistoric struck flints and 
sherds of 13th-14th-c date were recovered. 

3-4 Portsmouth RoadfMilner Road, Kingston-upon-Thames 
TQ 178 688 SCAU (Phi1 Jones) evaluation Crest Homes (Southern) 

No evidence for settlement or any buried river channels were 
found in an area to  the S of the island core of Kingston. Three 
parallel gullies, a ditch, and a pit or ditch of medieval or post- 
medieval date were recorded, along with a few sherds of pre- 
historic pottery, four of Roman date and nine Saxon sherds. 

Orchard Road, Kingston-upon-Thames TQ 1811 6920 SAS (J G 
Perry & A C Skelton) evaluation/excavation September Madeline 
& Maddison O R R ~ ~  

The first phase comprised two trenches totalling 50 sq. m (25 X 

tm), showing a significant scatter of LBABIA pottery and an 
articulated skeleton in situ in the W of trench 2. The second 
phase involved the excavation of an area of about 54 sq. m to the 
W of trench 2, providing further evidence of prehistoric settle- 
ment in or near the site, and the articulated skeleton of a pig. 

Kingston University, Middle Mill, Portland Road, King- 
ston TQ 1851 6870 MOLAS (Joe Partridge) watching brief Oct-Nov 
1995 Kingston University KUM95 
An accumulation of silt or peat above the natural gravels is 
likely to have been prehistoric in date. In another area of the site 
river revetments and foundation piles, apparently of 19th-c 
date, were recorded to the S of the River Hogsmill. Wall 
foundations were probably part of Kelley and CO, a print works 
constructed in the 1890s. They were sealed by made ground. 

Steadfast Sea Cadets HQ, Thames SidT, Kingston LP TDE95 
% 

Turks Boatyard, Thames Side, Kingston TQ 178 695 MOLAS 
(Steve Tucker) evaluation June 1995 T J Turks & Son TUR95 
Three river revetments were recorded above the foreshore 
gravels. Two were located in the N of the site: one, a low wattle 
structure held together by timber stakes, the other, a post and 
plank revetment of post-medieval date. In the S of the site a 
third revetment, of late medieval date, was constructed of re- 
used boat timbers supported by driven posts. Environmental 
samples produced seeds indicative of weeds of disturbed or 
waste ground, and plants of a wet or marshy environment; 
molluscs, animal bones and fish vertebrae were also recovered. 
Modern reclamation dumps sealed the revetments. 

Former British Telecom site, Willow Road, New Malden TQ 
2010 6830 TVAS (M. Hall) Lawson-Price Environmental wwagj 
The site had been heavily truncated by modern disturbance. No 
archaeological deposits were present. 

LAMBETH 
County Hall, Addington Street Annex, Addington Street, SEI 

TQ 3088 7974 WA Lawson-Price Environmental evaluation ADD% 

A single trench was excavated by machine, and a limited range 
of archaeological deposits excavated and recorded. They in- 

cluded evidence of a former river channel, alluvial clays dated 
to the 18th c and large pieces of waterlogged timber. The latter 
are as yet undated, although dendrochronological samples were 
taken and await analysis. More importantly, an area of raised 
sand andgravel lying at approximately +0.80 m OD, was revealed. 
Flint artefacts were recovered from the surface of, and from 
within, these deposits, they are provisionally dated to the late 
Mesolithic or early Neolithic period. A single, poorly defined 
feature was also excavated and dated to this period. Environ- 
mental samples taken from these deposits revealed the presence 
of carbonised cereal grain suggesting a Neolithic date. The 
discovery of the N edge of what is probably a sand and gravel 
eyot upon which such prehistoric activity is evidenced is of 
considerable significance. It is considered that the proposed 
development is likely to  impact upon these deposits and a 
strategy for mitigation should be sought. 

County Hall (North & South Blocks), Belvedere Road, SEITQ 
3075 7978 WA evaluation Lawson-Price Environmental B E E ~ S  

A limited range of archaeological deposits were recorded in 
three trenches. They represent post-medieval waterlain deposits 
lying to the E of the line of the Narrow Wall, a medieval 
causeway which ran along the course of the modern Belvedere 
Road. The upper surface of these alluvial deposits lay at be- 
tween +1.70m OD (to the S of the site) and +1.09m OD (to the N). 
Natural gravels were recorded lying at -o.sm OD at the S end of 
the site. While the recorded deposits help to establish the 
natural topography of the area, they are considered to be of no 
more than local importance. It is considered unlikely that any 
significant archaeological deposits will be affected by the 
proposed development. 

53 Clapham Common South Side, S W 4  TQ 2921 7485 MOLAS 
(Tony Mackinder) evaluation Apr 1995 Stokebrook Homes 
(Fitzhardinge Estates Ltd) ccs95 

Natural sands were sealed by post-medieval ploughsoil which, 
in one area, also sealed the end of a 17th-c ditch or bedding 
trench. 

8 Mitcham Lane, sw16 TQ 2993 7161 MOLAS (David Saxby) watch- 
ing brief Mar 1995 South London Islamic Centre ~ 1 ~ 9 5  

A 16th-c ditch or pit which cut the natural gravels may have 
been a boundary ditch or garden feature associated with a late 
medieval-early post-medieval property in the vicinity. It was 
sealed by a post-medieval dump. 

St.Andrew'sRomanCatholicSchoo1, PolworthRoad,Streat- 
ham, sw16 TQ 3252 7115 SEAS (Simon Stevens) evaluation August 
1g94 Goodwin and Partners 

The natural clay wasoverlain by subsoil and modern topsoil. No 
archaeological features or finds were identified. 

30-3oa Rectory Grove, sws TQ 2920 7590 MOLAS (Pat Miller) 
evaluation Nov 1995 Thirlstone Homes Ltd R T G ~ S  

Natural clay and subsoil were overlaid by post-medieval depos- 
its which included a mid 18th-c midden above a pit containing 
a large broken, re-worked prehistoric blade. Two worked flints 
were also recovered, one from one of the drains that cut the 
post-medieval deposits, the other from a small cut below the 
midden: whether this represents prehistoric activity in situ is 
not known. 

Roupell Court (former), Roupell Road, swz TQ 3095 7340 
MOLAS (Geoff Potter) evaluation Feb-Mar 1993 Threshold 
Tennant Trust R O U ~ ~  

Natural London Clay was largely truncated and overlaid by 
levelling deposits which contained pieces of post-medieval kiln 
furniture, probably f rom potteries in Vauxhall and Lambeth. 



127 Stamford Street, SE1 TQ 3117 8017 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) 
watching brief May 1995 Crowngap Ltd S M F ~  

A series of peat and clay deposits of paleo-environmental 
significance was observed. Radiocarbon dating showed that 
these deposits had been laid down during the mid-late Bronze 
Age, 1735-1440 BC and 1030-810 BC. 

Thames Archaeological Survey TQ 3010 7790 LARF/MOL (Mike 
Webber, Gustav Milne) inter-tidal zone survey English Herit- 
age and Homelands Trust FLMOI 

A team from UCL Institute of Archaeology surveyed pile and 
stake features and a sailing barge lee board near Vauxhall 
Bridge. WC 

Ira Theed Street, ser TQ 3130 8018 MOLAS (Alison Steele) evalua- 
tion Apr-May 199s Goldcrest Homes plc TES9s 

Undated alluvial silts above natural sands and gravels were cut 
by an E-W ditch. The upper part of this ditch had been partially 
filled with a thick overlying deposit which is dated to  the 17th 
c this deposit may have been associated with agricultural 
activity in the area in the post-medieval period. A hard, uneven 
surface was created above with a clinker-like material, this may 
have been consolidation for  the construction of St Andrew's 
church in the mid-19th c, the extant N-S foundations of which 
lay just beneath the slab. Modern demolition rubble lay above. 

LEWISHAM 
BP Sports Ground, Kangley Bridge Road, Sydenham ss26 
SELAU (Brian Philp) evaluation excavation October 19s  Wimpey 
Homes Holdings Ltd sGs9s 

The higher Send of thesite was found to have been reduced and 
the original ploughsoil removed. The central and N areas had 
been buried under dumped soils, mostly clays, which sealed the 
old ploughsoil. The whole area had been covered by a layer of 
ashclinker, which in turn was covered by mixed topsoil. This 
relates t o  the formation of the sportsground in the 1930s. Later 
land-drains ran across thesite.No archaeological features found. 

New Cross Gate Station, New Cross Road, S E I ~  TQ 3607 7709 
~ o ~ a s ( P o r t i a  Askew) evaluation Oct 1995 Chelverton Properties 
Ltd NXG9S 
Natural brickearth was sealed by garden soil in which a 19th-c 
wall foundation had been set; this was covered by a thick gravel 
make-up to the modern ground level. 

6 Tanners Hill, Deptford SBS SELAU (David Garrod) watching 
bried October t o  November 199s Brightgem Ltd TSWS 

Horizontal deposits, some t m  deep, and largely constant over 
most of  the site, were cut by brick foundations. Modern con- 
crete sealed a sandy-loam layer, probably representing earlier 
demolition and dumps. Under this was a band of orange gravel, 
probably a surface/floor of a 19th-c outbuilding. Beneath was a 
yellow-brown sandy loam which sealed a dark grey sticky clay 
(partly water-laid), both contained 18th-c rubbish, including 
tiles and pottery. These could be the fill of a broad hollow, 
perhaps a sandfgravel pit. The original surface soils were yellow- 
brown sand over gravel. 

MERTON 
Tandem Works (former), Christchurch Road, sw19 TQ 2694 
6994 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) evaluation Dec 1995 Sears Group 
Properties Ltd C I T ~ S  

At the S end of the site an E-W linear feature of post-medieval 
date appears t o  have been a field boundary dividing two large 
fields depicted on John Rocque's map of 1760. 

Proposed refurbishment and extensions t o  Park Place, a Grade 
I1 late-18th-c house, resulted in an evaluation of a site with a 
documented history dating back to the 14th c.Theonly features 
found were post-medieval or later in date. 

21 Cricket Green, Mircham TQ 2772 6849 s u s  (Simon Stevens) 
evaluation October 19s  Regent Homes Developments plc CTGW 

Natural sands and gravels were overlain by garden soil, which 
contained one sherd of London-type ware. N o  archaeological 
features were identified. 

7oGarf ield Road,sw19 ~ ~ 2 6 1 7 1 3 r c ~  watching brief September 
1995 GAD95 

Alluvial deposits sealed natural clay. N o  features or dating 
evidence retrieved. 

Haslemere First School, Roslyn Close, Mitcham TQ2672 6920 
MOLAS (Ian Grainger, Portia Askew, Robert Cowie) watching 
brief Aug-Sept 199s London Borough of Merton H S M ~ ~  

The site lay within the area of a Roman cemetery which was t o  
be left i n  situ. Only the overburden, which produced modern 
rubble, was disturbed. 

61-63 High Path, sw19 TQ 260s 6984 MOLAS (David Saxby) evalu- 
ation Mar 1995 London Borough of Merton H P W ~ S  

Natural gravel was overlaid by ploughsoil dated t o  the 19th c. 

Savacentre, Merantun Way, sw19 TQ 2663 6992 MOLAS (Paul 
Treveil) watching brief Nov-Dec 19s The Savacentre Ltd M N W ~  

This site lay within the precinct wall of the Scheduled Ancient 
Monument of Merton Priory, an early 12th-c Augustinian 
foundation. A drain was recorded cutting through modern 
deposits. Natural strata were not reached. 

Morden Hall  Park, Morden Hall  Road, Morden TQ 2600 6865 
OAU (Chris Bell) evaluation August 199s National Trust and 
Whitbread M H K ~ ~  

Five trial trenches and three test pits located shallow features 
intermittently throughout the area; they are likely t o  have been 
associated with a former garden layout of post-medieval date. 
The footings of a substantial brick wall running S from the SE 
wing of the house were identified. Dumping across the W half 
of the site was indicated by brick rubble. This is likely t o  have 
been a deliberate attempt t o  raise the level of theground which 
is still affected by frequent flooding. 

Heathlands, 56 Parkside, sw19 TQ 2356 7240 MOLAS (Carrie 
Cowan) evaluation June 199s Ashbourne plc P K S ~  

Cutting the natural gravel were two small gullies, possibly 
drainage channels, which contained pottery dated t o  the Late 
Bronze-Iron Age. These, and a post-medieval bedding trench, 
were covered by 19th-c topsoil. 
Wandlc Park, High Street, Colliers Wood, sw19 TQ 2667 7044 
MOLAS (David Saxby) watching brief Feb 1995 DHV UK Ltd W D P ~ S  

Recorded above the natural gravels were 18th-19th-c soil hori- 
zons and brick rubble infill of a mill pond. 

14-16 Wates Way, Mitcham TQ 2773 6728 MOLAS (David Saxby) 
evaluation July 199s A & J Mucklow & CO Ltd W W Y ~ S  

Natural gravel, overlaid by modern made ground, had been 
truncated, probably as a result of gravel extraction and subse- 
quent infilling prior t o  the 20th-c development of the site. 
41 Willow Lane, Mitcham SAS wwas 

No information available at time of going t o  press. 

Park Place, Commonside West, Mitcham TQ 2802 6842 AOC 
(Adrian Chadwick) evaluation Feb-Mar I996 Beefeater Ltd CSE* 

NEWHAM 
East Beckton District Centre, Kingsford Way, Beckton, 



East Ham E6 TQ 426 815 NMS (Frank Meddens) evaluation the House of Constantine AD 330-335. Pits and deposits of the 
London Borough of Newham HE-KWW post-medieval period until the 19th-20th c were recorded. 

A number of phases were recorded beginning with the Thames The Old Court House, South Woodford, Woodford E I ~  TQ 

terrace gravels. Above them were six successive layers of peat 4000 9065 NMS (Frank Meddens) evaluation Rialto Homes w m s s  " 
spanning the neolithic to Iron Age, with alternate layers shbw- 
ing signs of flooding with the inclusion of clay within the peat 
matrix. There was evidence of yew woodland represented by 
fallen trees in situ in the second peat layer from the top. 
Radiocarbon datesfor the peat layers are: the top of the peat 0 5 -  
200 cal BC; the bottom of the peat 3940-3525 cal BC; and from 
around the teeth of a domestic cow 330-2905 cal BC. 

Three alluvial clay layers deposited as a result of a rise in sea level 
which affected the tidal level of the Thames, spanned the Iron 
Age, Roman to post-medieval periods. The second oldest layer 
had been subject to either gleying, differential drying or a 
change in the source of the sediment being deposited. 
A modern layer of fly-tipped material overlay evidence of 
recent activity and a 19th- and 20th-c soil. 

Perndale Street, Cyprus, East Ham ~6 TQ 4364 8099 NMS (Peter 
Moore) evaluation Wilcon Homes HE-FE~S 

The three trenches revealed made ground overlying alluvial 
clay, below which were peat deposits between o.7m and 1.4om 
deep over alluvial sand which overlay Thames river terrace 
gravels. Two sherds were recovered from the clay. Several 
species of naturally fallen trees were found in the peat. Natural 
N-S river channels were recorded cutting through the peat and 
sealed by the alluvial clay. N-Sdrainage ditches, cutting through 
the clay, probably date to the Victorian period or later. 

Abbey Mills Pumping Station, Gay Road, West Ham EIS TQ 

386 831 NMS (Ken MacGowan) watching brief Thames Water plc 
HW-AM95 
There were no remains of archaeological significance. 19th-c 
drains and 19th-20th-C dumped deposits were found. 

Burford Road Pumping Station, Burford Road, West Ham 
EIS TQ 3885 8388 NMS (Ken MacGowan) evaluation HW-BU~S 

Achalk-walled drain and a ditch possibly dating to the medieval 
period were filled with later material, indicating their disuse 
and back-filling in the post-medieval period. ,, 

Union Street Gasworks, Union Strekt, Str'afford, West Ham 
EIS TO c%a 18171 NMS (Frank Meddens) evaluation and watching 
briefKesileri international Ltd H W ~ W ~ S  

Structural remains of later development of the gasworks site, 
mainly isolated sections of wall foundations, all 20th-c in date, 
were recorded in the watching brief. The single evaluation 
trench revealed modern madeground overlying clay f loodwash, 
in turn overlying terrace gravels. 

REDBRIDGE 
Former Cuckoo's Nest Public House, High Road, Seven 
Kings, Ilford TQ 4613 8731 NMS (Frank Meddens) evaluation Aldi 
GmbH & CO Ltd IGCN9S 
Work in advance of the construction of a foodstore uncovered 
19th- and 20th-c remains probably associated with the public 
house. The underlying geology was river terrace gravel; all 
plough soils prior to the 19th c seem to have been truncated. 

Wanstead Park Waterpipeline, Wanstead Park, Wanstead 
EII TQ 4130 8750 NMS (Frank Meddens) watching brief Corpora- 
tion of London WT-PW 

A watching brief along the pipeline trench and at the pumping 
station recovered unstratif ied Roman, medieval and 19th/toth- 

Evaluation in advance of the construction of flats uncovered a 
19th-c pond, post-medieval ditches and postholes, a possible 
medieval plough soil and an irregular feature of Iron Age or 
Saxon date. 

Churchfields, South Woodford TQ 4040 9060 AOC (Adrian 
Chadwick)evaluation Jan-Feb 1996Unicoin Homes Plc w o c ~ 9 6  

The site is next to the medieval church of St Mary the Virgin 
and the medieval manor house of Woodford. Evaluation in 
advance of residential development found no significant re- 
mains, the only features being pits, near the road, of post- 
medieval or recent date. 

RICHMOND 
Amyand Park Road (former BR Goods Yard), Twickenham 
~ ~ 1 6 %  7375 MOLAS (Robert Cowie) evaluation Nov 19% St George 
Developments Ltd AMW 

Natural brickearth was truncated by possible quarry pitsof 18th- 
and 19th-c date and by late 19th- and 20th-c features associated 
with a former railway goods yard. The latter included founda- 
tionsof agoods shed apparently built between 1896 and 193. One 
unstratified prehistoric struck flint was found. 

Barn Elms Reservoir, Barnes, sw13 TQ 2288 7755 WA (Neil Adam) 
evaluation Berkeley Homes Ltd Q E W ~ S  

Fourteen trenches, totalling 2.3% of a 2.76 ha. site, bounded by 
Harrods depository to the E, allotment gardens to the W and 
Barn Elms Reservoir to the S, were excavated by machine. 
Modern features, apparently associated with allotment horti- 
culture, were found cut into the natural brickearth, which was 
itself investigated by means of a limited section. No archaeo- 
logical features or deposits were located and no artefacts were 
recovered. 

27 Charles Street, SWI) TQ 2145 7610 MOLAS (Pat Miller) watching 
brief Oct 199s Thirlstone Homes Ltd cse95 

A worked f lint was recovered f rom the lowest recorded deposit, 
a subsoil. This was sealed by garden soil, with make-up below 
the concrete slab. 

9-10 George Street, Richmond TQ I780 7580 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) 
evaluation Nov 1995 Southern and City Estates Ltd GEES 

Two large backfilled chambers were found at the rear of the 
site, the6 presence suggesting industrial or commercial activity 
during the last c or more. Documentarv evidence indicates that 
No 9 was occu ied by a fishmonger a d  these chambers may be 
the remains otcold and/or wet storage tanks. 
Stag Brewery, Mortlake High Street, sw14 TQ 2051 7603 MOLAS 
(Penny Bruce) evaluation Feb 1995 and watching brief Sept-Oct 
1995 Courage Brewery say95 
Natural sands and gravels were overlaid by alluvium which 
sloped down towards the River Thames to the N. This was 
sealed in the S and E by ploughsoil, possibly medieval in date, 
and the whole site was covered by post-medieval and modern 
garden soils Very fragmented medieval chalk and post-medi- 
eval brick walls were also recorded. 

Thames Archaeological Survey TQ 1780 7480 LARF/MOL (Mike 
Webber) inter-tidal zone survey English Heritage and Home- 
lands Trust FRMZI & 22 

Teams from the Richmond Archaeological Society surveyed 
prehistoric features including a degraded wattle structure and c finds, particularly building material and including a coin of 



a series of tufa and peat deposits, which have been dated t o  the 
Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. A line of 18 vertical stakes 
representing a fish trap has been dated t o  c 500-500 AD. An 
extensive spread of piles thought t o  represent a jetty or wharf 
associated with Richmond Palace was also recorded, and a 
group of at least IZ boat hulks has been identified near Kew 
Bridge. WC 

33-35 York Street, Twickenham TQ 7340 1650 MOLAS (Stewart 
Hoad) evaluation Dec 1995 Griffon Land Holdings Ltd Y S T ~ ~  

Natural brickearth was overlaid by post-medieval garden de- 
posits. 

SOUTHWARK 
Anchor Terrace, Southwark Bridge Road, SEI TQ 3235 8035 
MOLAS (Kevin Wooldridge) watching brief Oct 199s Hanson 
Properties Ltd ACH95 
Excavation of trial holes in the atea of the Globe Theatre 
Scheduled Ancient Monument revealed waterlaid clay trun- 
cated by a thick concrete foundation (see also below, G L T ~ ) .  In 
one of the holes walls of Victorian tenements were recorded. 

Globe Theatre, 1-15 Anchor Terrace,SouthwarkBridgeRoad, 
ser ~ ~ 3 2 3 5  8035-3230 8036 MOLAS (Bill McCann)geophysical survey 
Nov 1995 The International Shakespeare Globe Centre Ltd 
(IsGC) GLT95 
A trial survey in two areas of the original site of the Globe 
Theatre, using Ground Penetrating Radar, identified possible 
archaeological features beneath the thick concrete raft. 

Benbow House, Bear Gardens, ss1 TQ 3223 8051 MOLAS (David 
Saxby) evaluation Sept-Dec 1995 Chelsield plc  BAN^^ 

In the N of the site large medieval chalk footings for a building 
or a riverside revetment were recorded. Above were foundation 
walls for  f ive buildings dating from the medieval period to the 
19th c. In the S of the site there survived three timber piles 
beneath robbed-out wall foundations which date to  the 16th- 
17 th~:  they may represent thecorner of alarge building,possibly 
the Bear Garden Arena. Overlying these foundations was much 
17th-c glasshouse waste which may have derived from the Bear 
Garden Glasshouse, established in 1671, or possibly from the 
earlier glasshouse and pottery which is known t o  have existed 
on the site. The glasshouse deposits int)uded,fuqace bricks, 
crucible (pot) fragments, furnace 'rake-out' deposits, ash and 
charcoal layers, window glass,glass vessels and large deposits of 
sand which is used in the glass manufacturing process. These 
glass deposits were succeeded by 18th and 19th-c brick founda- 
tion walls. A possible kiln or furnace, dating to the 19th c, was 
recorded: it. may have been associated with the iron foundry 
which occupied the site during the 18th and 19th c. 

Bellamy's Wharf, Rotherhithe Street, s ~ r 6  TQ 3575 8035 MOLAS 
(David Saxby) evaluation and excavation Jan 1995 Barratt Lon- 
don Ltd BEY95 
The site is located on the Thames riverfront and includes dock 
inlets and a jetty extending over the river. Above the natural 
sand and gravel was a layer of clay which sloped down to the N 
and W,suggesting that theThames riverbank was further t o  the 
S than it is today and that the 17th-c dock was constructed 
within a natural inlet. Tree stumps found on the surface of the 
clay, and representing growth on the foreshore of the Thames, 
were cut down and the ground levelled up. The levelling dumps 
included a large amount of industrial and domestic waste 
material, especially waste kiln lining and delft pottery. A dock, 
dating t o  c1650-1670, was then constructed of  ship timbers. Both 
the E dock side and the Thames side revetments were recorded; 
the W side lay beyond the trench. The E dock side formed a 
revetment 2m in height,constructed of horizontal pine and oak 
planks (reused f rom earlier ships) nailed onto posts; mortice and 

tenon joints secured the posts t o  a baseplate. The posts were held 
in position by tie-backs which were reused from at  least two 
earlier ships: two rudders, a keel, beak, futtock, decorated 
knight head and various other major ship timbers were recov- 
ered. Detailed carpentry marks, lead paint on many timbers, tar 
and hair survived. Overlying the tie-backs was a large deposit of 
17th-c kiln and delft waste; Battmann jugs, other pottery types 
and sugar-processing ceramics were also recovered. A thick layer 
of oyster shell then covered the entire area. Af ter the dock went 
out of use the inlet was gradually filled with waterlaid clay. 
During the 18th c a second dock was built to  the W of the earlier 
one, and a building - probably associated with the dock - erected 
over the earlier dock.This building was constructed of brickson 
a raft of horizontal planks above oak piles. The planks were also 
reused ship timbers, mainly tropical sheathing planks. 

During the 19th c a large building was erected at the E side of  the 
site, on a raft of large oak horizontal beams (also reused ship 
timbers) supported on oak piles. From the backfill above the 
foundation was a timber object thought to  be a cannonade or  
mortar used on the top deck of a ship. 

Main Ticket Hall, Borough High Street, SEI TQ 3269 8020 
MOLAS (James Drummond-Murray & Peter Thompson) excava- 
tion July-Nov 1995 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee Line 
Extension) B G H ~ S  

In the S, natural gravels apparently sloped down t o  the E where 
theground level was artificially raised with sand. At the E limit 
of the site a thick peat deposit was recorded above the gravels, 
possibly pre-Roman in date. In the N, natural sand was cut by 
early Roman quarry pits which were probably related to  the 
construction of the main N-S Roman road, just to  the W of the 
site, and an E-W minor road. Clay and timber strip buildings 
were built along the road; some had evidence for  wooden 
floorboards and one was associated with industrial activity. A 
large-scale fire destroyed all the buildings before AD 70, the E- 
W road was not replaced and the area was not immediately 
redeveloped. In the late 1st c a new building layout was estab- 
lished with an E-W road further t o  the S and the building 
frontages further E. The position of the main road, however, 
was retained and a " edestrian zone" developed between the road 
and the building kontages. The buildings were of clay and 
timber construction and several had preserved charred cross- 
beams and planking, indicating raised wooden floors. Several 
contained domestic hearths and in one building a large quantity 
of charred grain was recovered, the nature of  the grain suggest- 
ing a bakery or shop. Another building was associated with large 
amounts of bone and may have been a butcher's. Two wells and 
several concentrations of hearths may have been associated 
with these buildings. In the 2nd c some of these buildings were 
replaced in stone and a series of masonry foundations, parallel 
to  the N-S road, may have represented aportico or arcade. There 
was certainly a blacksmith's workshop associated with one of 
the buildings which produced large quantities of iron waste and 
hammetscale - the tiny f ragments of iron produced by hammer- 
ing hot iron on the anvil. To  the W were free-standing masonry 
blocks which may have formed the bases for  a colonnade 
between the buildingsand the road.There were also three linear 
features parallel to  the road which may have been fences or 
palisades alongside the road. In the S half of the site a masonry 
wall foundation, probably part of a znd-c building, was aligned 
at right angles to  the main N-S Roman road but mav not have 
extended far as it, leaving instead an open atea at the front of 
the building. Two sauare timber-lined wells and several   its and 
ditches suGived i n  the easternmost area of the sit; some 
evidence for a clay and timber structure existed in the S but it  
seems likely that this area formed a yard behind those buildings 
fronting onto the road. This yard may have continued as such 
into the medieval period: two large ditches were late medieval 



in date. The horizontal sequence was truncated by the brick 
cellars of the 18th-19th-c buildings fronting the W side of 
Borough High Street, one of which may have been the Bulls 
Head Tavern (documented in 16th c). On the other side of the 
road was a fine stone well which may have stood outside the 
gates of St Thomas's Hospital. 
Borough High Street, Battle Bridge Sewer Diversion Scheme, 
SEI TQ $688020 Mo~~s(kidan ~ o o d g e r )  watching brief Dec 1995 to 
Feb 1996 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) ELSEW 

Following excavations in 1994 (LA7 no 13 (1995) 347) a watching 
brief revealed natural gravels sealed by a waterlaid deposit 
which probably represents a general inundation of the area. 
Two Roman roads were recorded: the first was aligned approxi- 
mately N-S under Borough High Street from Bcdale Street 
towards London Bridge (Southwark's Roman Road I), the sec- 
ond ran approximately E-W under Bedale Street. A possible box 
drain and ditch were recorded to the S. Post-medieval rubbish 
pits and brick-lined cellars or cesspits cut through earlier depos- 
its. 

2-16 Boss Street, SEI TQ 3362 7985 MOLAS (Stuart Gibson) evalua- 
tion & watching brief Sept-Oct 19% Hampstead Homes (Lon- 
don) Ltd B S R ~ S  

Naturalsandsof Horselydowneyotwereoverlaid by 1gth/2oth- 
c levelling. 
Canada Yard South, Redriff Road, Surrey Quays,ss16~~3581 
7922 MOLAS (Patrick Hunter) evaluation June 1995 London Bor- 
ough Southwark c~s95 

Natural gravels were overlaid by modern dock infill. 

Howland Quay,Greenland Dock, R o t h e r h i t h c s ~ 1 6 ~ ~ ~ 8 0  7900 
WAS (S. Ford) evaluation March 1995 Fairclough Homes GDR% 

A single trench revealed made ground to a depth of 4.5m 
overlying foundations of terraced housing in the late 19th c. A 
thin (0.3m) deposit of peat and alluvium waspresent beneath the 
19th-c disturbance but otherwise no deposits of archaeological 
significance were revealed. 

Falmouth Road, Harper Road, SEI TQ 3275 7945 ~ o ~ ~ s ( I a n  Grainger) 
evaluation Aug 199s Falmouth Road Group Practice FLT95 

Natural gravels were sealed by a peat deposit,containing one 
sherd of Iron Age pottery and, above ig, alluvium which 
produced a sherd of Roman pottery. These deposits represent 
part of a late prehistoric/Roman marsh which formed in a local 
depression known as the Rockingham Anomaly. They were 
sealed by post-medieval plough or garden soil above which lay 
a series of 18th-19th-c levelling deposits and modern deposits. 

Area g ' ~ a s t  Vent Shaft, Joiner Street SEI TQ 3286 8014 MOLAS 
(Steve Tucker) excavation Aug-Sept 199s London Underground 
Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) L B C ~ S  

Alluvial clays and silts were recorded within a small channel 
from which pottery and tile, dated AD 120-400, were recovered. 
Deposits next to the channel contained further fragments of 
Roman pottery, 10 coins (3rd-4th c), bottle glass and lead. The 
remains of an early medieval revetment were also found within 
the channel fills. Two grave pits containing the remains of 12 
burials were probably part of the 17th-c cemetery used by St 
Thomas's Hospital. 

Area 4, E Escape Shaft, Joiner Street, SEI TQ 3287 8018 MOLAS 
(James Drummond-Murray) excavation Apr 199s London Un- 
derground Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) L B D ~ ~  

The site liesclose to the edge of the natural sand island on which 
early settlement was located. The sand was cut by a few indeter- 
minate prehistoric features that produced a handful of flints. 
They were sealed by a flood horizon or a general raising of the 

water level. Roman activity was limited to  a linear feature, 
possibly a drain, which is dated to the 3rd c; it may have been 
sealed by another flood. The sequence was completed by one 
post-medieval skeleton, which could have been associated with 
St Thomas's Hospital, and a 17th-c cut feature. 

London Bridge Site, Area 7 Main Ticket Hall pway Escala- 
tor, Joiner Street, SEI TQ 3292 8025 MOLAS (Peter Thompson) 
excavation June-July 19% London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) L B H ~ ~  

Alluvial sands and silts were cut by a possible natural channel 
and a ditch of Roman date. Peat deposits, perhaps associated 
with silt that formed in the natural channel, were recorded. 
More extensive waterlaid deposits also occurred above both 
channcland ditch, the latest of which were medieval in date and 
were associated with isolated timbers. These deposits were 
succeeded by a chalk, tile and ragstone wall on a timber pile and 
plank foundation which may have been associated with a brick 
wall in the E of the site and was possibly an earlier phase of a 
chalk and ragstone wall foundation in the W of the site. This 
latter could have been associated with a possible 13th-14th-c pit 
and a gully or it could have been late medieval in date. Post- 
medieval structural remains were constructed on a further 
sequence of waterlaid and dumped deposits and included 16th 
and 17th-c brick and stone-lined pits, two 17th or 18th-c brick 
wall foundations and the corner of another brick building. The 
site was bisected by a 19th-c railway arch foundation. 

Area I Escape Shaft, London Bridge Street, SEX TQ 3278 8023 
MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) excavation Sept-Oct 199s London Un- 
derground Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) L B A ~ S  

Natural sand was overlaid by dumps of the Roman period, some 
of which were characteristic of foreshore deposition, and there 
was a shallow ditch that contained an assemblage of 2nd-c 
pottery. Dump layers above the Roman layers appeared to date 
from the 10th to 16th c. Two chalk building foundations of 
possible 15th c date were also revealed. 

Area 2 Vent Shaft, London Bridge Street, SEI TQ 3279 8023 
MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) excavation ~ u l y - ~ c p t  1995 London Un- 
derground (Jubilee Line Extension) L B B ~ S  

Natural sands were generally overlaid by thick Roman dumps, 
but to the SW was a truncated pit containing a loomweight 
fragment of possible Bronze Age date. To the NE a timber-lined 
Roman pit was revealed. A 14th-c chalk lined well was cut by 
cesspits containing 15th and 16th-c material. To the N, large pits 
were filled with organic material and surmounted by large 
masonry walls datable to the 14th - 16th c. These structures 
probably related to one of the medieval inns known to have 
occupied the site. 

London Bridge Site 8 (Main Ticket Hall), BR Station Ap- 
proach, SEI TQ 3281 8027 MOLAS (James Drummond-Murray) 
excavation Jan-Mar 1995 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) L B I ~  

Natural sand was sealed by a flood layer above which lay part 
of two rooms of a large masonry Roman building, possibly a 
warehouse. The walls were entirely robbed c AD 60-70 and were 
succeeded by two phases of clay and timber building, the first 
dating to the late 1st c, the second to the early 2nd c. All three 
buildings shared the same alignment, approximately E-W. The 
sequence was truncated at this point but part of a post-medieval 
cemetery was recorded, including three coffins stacked on top 
of each other in a single grave. 

20-26 London Bridge Street, ss1 TQ 3282 8019 MOLAS (Dick 
Bluer) excavation Feb 1995 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) L B J S  



Natural sand sloped down to the S and W towards 'Guy's 
Channel'. Dumped material and an E-W ditch of Roman date 
were recorded; a cut feature containing Roman building mate- 
rial presumably derived from a nearby demolished building. 
The medieval period was represented by a truncated rubbish pit 
and an arched foundation constructed of roughly-coursed 
ragstone blocks: this was probably part of St Thomas's Hospital 
(founded in 1213). Several brick walls of 18th-c cellars and 
culverts were recorded, one of them founded on three courses 
of ashlar chalk blocks. 

London Bridge City, Battle Bridge Lane, SEI TQ 3315 8020 
MOLAS (Ian Grainger) evaluation Feb-Mar 1995 and excavation 
Aug-Oct 199s St Martins Property Investments Ltd B A B ~ ~  

The underlying river terrace gravels were sealed by largely 
sterile waterlaid clay deposits which represent flood episodes 
associated with the Thames in the prehistoric, Roman, and early 
medieval periods. Evidence of medieval occupation of the 13th 
c or earlier (possibly even 11th c) was found close to the Tooley 
Street frontage: pits and ditches and possibly cobbled and 
metalled surfaces in one of the trenches may be of similar date. 
Much of the site appears to have been an open area during the 
later medieval and early post-medieval periods, part of the 
hinterland to the N of Tooley Street around The Rosary, 
Edward 11's house built in 1325 to the NE, and theabbot of Battle's 
house to the NW. The excavation has confirmed the presence 
and further defined the extent and function of two late 
medieval or 16th-c ponds - the largest being over 4m deep - and 
their associated channels which were identified in the evalua- 
tion. Both ponds were backfilled in the 16th c with much highly 
organic material, including a large amount of leather waste and 
shoes. A timber box drain may have served either or both of 
these features in the late 15th or early 16th c. These ponds suggest 
the exploitation of the River Thames and a complex system of 
water management, possibly for commercial reasons such as 
fish-farming, tide mills or tanning in the 16th c or earlier. Also 
belonging to this period was a 16th-c latrine pit, with the base for 
a timber seat or walkway in one corner. 

In the later 16th c the local ground surface was raised with an 
extensive series of levelling deposits and the area was occupied 
by a mixture of buildings and gardens, the latter including a 
number of deep barrel wells, latrine and rubbish.pits. These 
produced a range of 16th and 17th-c fi'nds: wqoden bowling 
balls, redware sprinkle pots, fuming pots, decorated glass beak- 
ers, copper alloy jettons, metalworking moulds and pinner's 
bones. By the late 16th c the area close to Tooley Street was built 
up and the buildings there were used in part for industrial or 
commercial, purposes - possibly for some son of light metal- 
working - in the 17th c. During the later 17th c thesegardens were 
covered with a number of brick buildings and their associated 
courtyards and alleyways, which probably survived until the 
earlier part of the 19th c. 
London Bridge City Areas, MEPC Car Park, London Bridge 
Station, SEI TQ 3286 8021 MOLAS (Peter Thompson) excavation 
Mar-Apr and Nov-Dec 1995 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) L B E ~ S  

Natural sand and gravel sloped down to low ground in the SE 
of the site. Several residual prehistoric artefacts were recovered. 
Above the gravels probable Roman dumps were cut by a 
concentration of Roman features, including several pits, 
postholes, a N-S ditch in the central part of the site and two 
inhumations with an additional two possible grave cuts, the 
latter considered to be cf early Roman date. Five E-W later 
Roman ditches cut into an extensive dumped deposit and may 
represent a single phase of drainage activity. Along the W limit 
of the site a chalk foundation 'raft' for an E wall and the NE 
corner of a large 2nd-c masonry building were recorded. It 

appears to have been robbed in the late 3rd or 4th c, the robber 
trenches containing much roof tile and tesserae. No internal 
features survived. Roman activity was followed by a sequence 
of medieval and post-medieval dumps or waterlaid deposits 
within which was an E-W medievaldrainage or boundary ditch 
and three barrel-lined pits. Post-medieval remains included two 
brick-lined pits, a soakaway and a cesspit. The backfills of both 
pits contained large quantities of domestic debris, including 
pottery and more than six complete glass vessels. 

London Bridge Site Area 6 (4 way escalator), London Bridge 
Station, SEI TQ 3294 8016 MOLAS (Peter Thompson) watching 
brief Jan-Oct 199s London Underground Ltd (Jubilee Line 
Extension) LBGS 

Alluvial clays were truncated by foundations and pier bases f or 
the railway arches and by recent concrete bases and piles. 

Corner of Long Lane & Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3321 7941 
~ o ~ ~ s ( P e t e r  Price) watching brief Sept 199s London Borough of 
Southwark L L L ~ S  

Part of a sandstone structure was revealed: it is probably part of 
the medieval or post-medieval street f rontage, reusing masonry 
f rom Bermondsey Abbey which lies to the E. 

Long Walk cable trench, Bermondsey Street, Abbey Street, 
SEI TQ 335 793 MOLAS (Mark Wiggins) watching brief July 199s 
Videotron BMD9S 

The excavation of cable runs through the site of Bermondsey 
Abbey, a Scheduled Ancient Monument, was monitored. No 
disturbance of the monument occurred. 

Massinger Street, 96-120 Old Kent Road, SEI TQ 3313 7878 MOLAS 

(Peter Thompson) excavation Apr 199s Lanham Developments 
Ltd MSG94 

Excavations followed an evaluation (LA 7 no 13,348) uncover- 
ing more Roman ditches and pits. Cutting into the natural sand 
and gravels were three Roman ditches, one of them recut and 
one with a line of stakeholes on either side. The stakeholes may 
indicate palisading or revetments. A soil formation developed 
on thesiteabove theditchesand within which bedding trenches 
was recorded, suggesting horticultural or agricultural activity. 
Three large post-medieval brick-lined soakaways or cesspits, as 
well as smaller pits, were then constructed; these were probably 
associated with properties on or near the site. 

Odessa Wharf, Bermondsey Wall West, SEI TQ 3420 7980 
MOLAS (Stewart Hoad) evaluation Sept 199s The Environmental 
Assessment Group Ltd ODWgS 
The earliest recorded layer was alluvium, above which was a 
thick modern reclamation dump behind the river wall. Into the 
alluvium were set two parallel E-W timber revetments; perhaps 
part of a water channel or of shoring for the construction of an 
adjacent 19th or 2oth-c E-W brick wall, abutted by a similar, but 
N-S wall, extending towards the river. These walls may have 
formed part of an earlier building foundation or were perhaps 
tie-backs associated with the river wall. 

430-432 Old Kent Road, ss15 TQ 3395 7810 MOLAS (Adrian Miles) 
evaluation and excavation Apr 199s David McLean Contractors 
Ltd 0 ~ ~ 9 5  
Natural gravels were cut by a Roman ditch aligned approxi- 
mately E-W, considered to be one of the roadside ditches of the 
Roman Watling Street. Its construction is generally dated to c 
mid 1st c, and its position is roughly followed by the Old Kent 
Road. Mid 3rd - 4th-c pottery was recovered from the ditch fill 
and 4th-c pottery and a coin from the overlying ploughsoil. 

730-788 Old Kent Road, SEI TQ 3480 7745 MOLAS (Lucy W heeler) 
evaluation Oct 199s Brooksun Ltd O K T ~ S  



Alluvial clays and sands were overlaid by modern overburden 
and truncated by 19th-c and modern cess and rubbish pits. 

Ossory Road, SEI TQ 3410 7800 CEMS (Sophie Jackson, George Nash, 
Harvey Sheldon, Mike Webber) extended evaluation and training 
excavation July 199s London Borough of Southwark oss9s 
Students from Birkbeck College carried out an extended evalu- 
ation with specialist support from MOLAS. Three trenches were 
opened. The None (Ism S of the Old Kent Road) revealed several 
prehistoric features including a possible enclosure ditch. Finds 
included late mesolithic/neolithic flint flakes and blades. The 
prehistoric features were sealed by a sandy gravelly layer con- 
taining Roman pottery. However, no firm evidence of Roman 
Watling Street was found. The Roman layers were sealed by 
medieval/post-medieval ploughsoil, which was cut by early 
19th-c features associated with terraced development along the 
Old Kent Road. 
A palaeo-channel, aligned E-W, was uncovered in the S part of 
the site. I t  was sealed by alluvial clays and sands containing 
occasional prehistoric material. Extensive 18th-c horticultural 
activity and 19th-c housing development appeared to have 
removed much of the earlier horizons. 

47-71 Peckham High Street, SEIS TQ 3409 7677 MOLAS (Penny 
Bruce) evaluation July-Aug 199s London Borough of South- 
wark PEK95 
Natural clays, sands and gravels were overlaid by garden soil in 
the S and oost-medieval overburden in the N of the site. A   it - - - - -  ~ - - ~  

had been i u t  in the garden soil, its contents dating to late 11th - 
early 12th c. 

Mawby School, Rolls Road, SEI TQ 3402 7832 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) 
evaluation July-Aug 1995 Alfred MacAlpine Construction Ltd M A W ~ S  

Natural deposits of peat and alluvium were found, with a line 
of wooden stakes driven into the peat. The deposits were sealed 
by 19th-c reclamation d,umps t o  consolidate the ground for  the 
construction of Mawby School in 1884. 

Thames Archaeological Survey TQ 3450 7575 LARF/MOL (Gustav 
Milne, Mike Webber, Richard Hill) inter-tidal zone survey 
English Heritage and Homelands Trust FSWOI 

A team from UCL Institute of Archaeology continued the sur- 
vey of prehistoric featuies, thetpolt-medieval shipyard and re- 
usedshipand boat timbersat Chambers Wharf, Bermondsey. WC 

141,143,147 Tooley Street, SEI ~ ~ 3 3 3 0  8007 MOLAS (Ian Grainger) 
evaluation Feb-Mar and excavation July 199s St Martin's Prop- 
erty Corporation Ltd TLY95 
Natural gravels were cut by a large shallow depression,probably 
part of a small inlet close to  the S bank of the Thames, which 
produced worked timbers, four cow skulls and a small amount 
of Roman pottery, including one nearly complete miniature 
carinated bowl. This probably represented the disposal of rub- 
bish on the NE edge of the prehistoric and Roman islet, known 
historically as Horselydown.The depression wassealed by thick 
deposits of waterlaid clays which, to  the E, were cut by two E- 
W drainage or boundary ditches of late medieval or 16th c date. 
These were in turn succeeded by a 16th-c N-S ditch, infilled in 
the 17th c, and a trench or pit of similar date. To  the W the 
waterlaid clays were sealer! by a soil of 16th c date, cut by a 16th- 
17th-c trenchor pit. Above weredepositsand featuresassociated 
with the 18th and 19th-c development of Unicorn Passage, an 
alley known on the site from the late 17th c onwards. 

241-247 Tooley Street, SEI TQ 3363 7984 MOLAS (David Sankey) 
evaluation July-Aug 199s Erskine Properties plc T L S ~ ~  

Fossil soils above natural sands were found to contain late 
mesolithic or early neolithic worked flints. Above the soil lay 

alluvium - in which burnt flints and Roman pottery were: 
recovered - and a N-Schannel, also of prehistoric date. The filled 
channel was cut by a large feature which may have been a quarry 
pit or a naturally eroded feature. Beyond the channel were two1 
17th-c rubbish pits succeeded by a well of 18th or 19th c date and,, 
finally, by modern buildings. 

Tower Bridge Road, Grange Walk, ss1 TQ 3337 7974 MOLAS, 
(Portia Askew) watching brief July-Oct 1995 Countryside Prop- 
erties plc T W B ~ ~  

Monitoring of groundworks continued on  this Scheduled 
Ancient Monument site of Bermondsey Abbey, a Cluniac 
monastery founded in 1089 (LA 7 no 13 (199s) 349). Natural sand 
and gravel was cut by an E-W linear feature and a pit. Above 
their backfill was a thick dump of material which was in turn 
overlaid by a layer of burnt daub. N o  dating material was 
recovered from these layers, although a similar deposit found 
on the site during excavations in 1987 contained sceattas of 
Saxon date (LA 5 no IS (1988) 413). Overlying the dumped layer 
was an E-W chalk wall, its alignment incompatible with the 
layout of the abbey and therefore suggesting a later date. Just 
t o  the NE of the WhiteBearpublic house, a fragment of the N 
wall of the Chapter House was recorded during the excavation 
of a utilities trench. T o  the S, in the central area of the site, part 
of the E dorter wall was located. In the SE corner of the site, 
medieval masonry was found, some of which may have been a 
post-medieval rebuild. To'the E of the WhiteBear. and frontine 
bnto Long Walk, a short length of wall, built o f  dressed ~ a e i  
stone andVgreensand, represeks part of a post-medieval build- 
ing which reused stonework from the demolition of the abbey. 

The Trocette, Tower Bridge Road (corner of), Bermondsey 
Street, SEI TQ 3325 7931 MOLAS (Alison Steele) excavation July- 
Aug 199s Bellway Homes plc TOB9S 
Two E-W Roman ditches cut the natural gravels a t  the N end 
of the site, to  the S of which lay the remains of two human 
skeletons. One was aligned N-S and associated with Roman 
pottery; it had been truncated by the second, E-W, inhumation. 
Other features included a pit containing a Roman coin and a N- 
S ditch. At the S end of the site the upper fills of two large 
rectangular cut features contained Roman material. Natural 
gravels were also sealed by ploughsoil containing early medi- 
eval pottery which was succeeded by foundations relating t o  
Bermondsey Abbey (an early 11th-c Cluniac foundation): the 
side walls of an E-W drain and, in the S of the area, a Iom Length 
of E-W wall, both of which were constructed of characteristic 
chalk and ragstone. On the N side of the wall an Elizabethan 
cellar had been constructed and, against its Sside, a series of pits 
dated to  mid-16th - 17th c. In the central and N parts of the site, 
ranging in date from the 17th to  19th c, survived the various 
foundations of the Trocette cinema which had severely dis- 
turbed the site here, while cellars of the public house had 
completely truncated the S corner of the site. 

Warden's Grove, (Railway Arch 44), SEI TQ 3215 8008 MOLAS 
(Portia Askew, Steve Tucker, Kieron Heard) watching brief 
June-Nov 1995 and Jan 1996 London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) W G R ~ S  

In the S of the site waterlaid deposits, possibly Roman in date, 
sloped down to the S over natural sand. Above lay post-medi- 
eval dumps which had been truncated by 18th-19th-c cellars. At 
the N end of the site natural sand was cut by an E-W inhuma- 
tion burial, its head to the E, and a large pit and drainage gully. 
These are dated t o  the Roman period. They were sealed by a 
waterlaid deposit which was succeeded by 18th and 19th-c cess 
and rubbish pits, the latter cut by a 19th-c wall. 



SUTTON 
Beddington Sewage Farm TQ 290 660 WA (Michael Heaton) 
evaluation Thames Water Management Ltd. B D N ~ ~  

Completion of a programme of evaluation (see LA 7, no. I (1992) 
19-23) totalling 51 machine-dug trial trenches, 2% of the site. 

The N part of the site revealed sporadic, poorly-preserved 
features, mostly of prehistoric date, ref lecting extensiveground 
disturbance. In the S part of the site two extensive areas of 
archaeological interest were identified (in addition to one area 
identified in 1992). They appear to lie on the margins of two 
eyots, and are dated to late Neolithic to late Bronze Age (3000 
to 700 BC). The centres of the eyots appear to be devoid of 
archaeological remains, almost certainly because deposits and 
features have not survived due to erosion and/or modern 
ground disturbance. 

One of .the areas also produced palaeo-channel deposits, prob- 
ably of Mesolithic date (8500 to 4000 BC), in several trenches, 
and with well-preserved molluscs remains. Organic-f illed ditches 
are likely to be of late medieval or post-medieval date. 

Carew Manor School, Church Road, Beddington TQ 296 653 
Carew Manor Group (John Phillips) excavation 

Evidence for 16th-c garden features, and many fragments of 
stone moulding from a large 16th-c window, were found be- 
neath a path belonging to the 18th-c garden. 

Cuddington Hospital, Cuddington TQ 2460 6090 SAS (J G 
Perrv & A C Skelton) evaluation November Linden Homes 
~ o u i h - ~ a s t  Limited B ~ D ~ S  

Eight trenches were excavated. All of the features encountered 
were modern in date, only one possible archaeological feature 
and one sherd of Victorian pottery were found. 

Shortacre, The Drive, Cheam TQ 2465 6124 MOLAS (Adrian 
Miles) evaluation Nov 199s Berkeley Homes (Surrey) Ltd DVC95 

Natural chalk was recorded below modern levelling and topsoil. 

Elmwood Sports Field, London Road, Wallington TQ 2870 
6535 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) evaluation & excavation Jan 1995 
Laing's Homes Ltd  ELM^^ 

Above the natural gravel was evidenc~ of a timber building 
with a central stone hearth dated, by large quarftjties of pottery 
found nearby, to the 13th-14th c. A channel or ditch was also 
recorded nearby, as well as pieces of contemporary metalwork. 

Strawberry Lodge, Mill Lane, Carshalton TQ 2815 6529 SAS (J G 
Perry & A C Skelton) evaluation February/May Carshalton 
Baptist Church su1.9~ 

Two trenches were excavated and a watching brief undertaken. 
Only 19th c garden and other, modern features were found in 
trench I. In trench 2, two ditches of medievavpost-medieval 
date were located as well as a post-medieval chalk and brick wall 
and brick drain. The latter two features are probably associated 
with Strawberry Lodgeitself. One of the ditches produced much 
Mesolithic to late Bronze Age re-deposited struck flints. The 
ditch had been cut through alluvial river deposits of which one 
also contained struck flints. The source of the struck flints is 
unknown, but may have been derived fromdepositsfurther up- 
river. 
z~ Mint Road, Wallington TQ 2865 6455 MOLAS (Bruno Barber) 
evaluation June-July 199s Kender Properties MNTgS 

Overlying the eroded surface of a solifluction deposit of chalk 
f ragments,silt and f lint nodules, wasa thickdeposit of colluvium 
or hillwash which contained much debrisf romprehistoric flint 
working. One flint tool is datable to the Mesolithic period and 
there was one sherd of Late Bronze Age pottery. The upper part 

of the colluvium had been reworked as a garden soil in the 18th 
and 19th c, with 20th-C levelling above. 

Queen Mary's Hospital (former), Queen Mary Ave, Car- 
shalton Beeches TQ 2800 6200 MOLAS (David Saxby) evaluation 
Apr 199s South Thames Regional Health Authority Q M A ~ S  

Around the perimeter of the Scheduled Ancient Monument 
hillwash eenerallv overlav the natural silt and chalk. A number 
of possibre ~ r o n i e  Age fkatures were recorded; from these and 
from the hillwash, by far the largest amount of artefacts from 
the site were recovered, including Bronze Age pottery, 
loomweights, struck flints and fire-cracked flints. Roman pot- 
tery was also collected. A second area lay just to the E of 
excavations carried out in 1989 (LA 6 no 11 (1991) 308) which 
revealed a number of prehistoric features. Fire-cracked flint 
and flint waste were found within a number of trenches within 
this area. A possible prehistoric pit, containing Bronze Age 
pottery and struck flint, and sealed by hillwash, was recorded. 
In the E and S areas of the site natural chalk was covered by 
topsoil, probably in landscaping during the construction of the 
hospital. Fire-cracked flint was recovered from the topsoil. 

The Hope Public House, 48 West Street, Carshalton TQ 2769 
6470 MOLAS (Steve Tucker) watching brief Jan 1995 The Hope 
PH WRT9S 

Above the natural gravels was 19th-20th-C make-up. 

St Mary's Inf ant School, West Street, Carshalton ~ ~ 2 7 5 9  6472 
SAS (J G Perry & A C Skelton) evaluation February Parker & 
Brown S M I ~ S  

Although no features relating to any activity other than medi- 
eval or post-medieval ploughing were found on the site, the 
quantity of pre-modern finds suggest the presence of activity 
nearby, especially in the Roman period. A similar collection of 
pottery - including a later Roman flanged rim - was recovered 
from excavations near the Water Tower in the grounds of 
Carshalton House. A single postholefpit feature with a sherd of 
Roman pottery was also found further to the SW at  the same 
site. The argument must be that the finds are more than the 
normal background scatter found on most sites, although this 
latter suggestion cannot be ruled out. The prehistoric finds - 
including a fragment of pottery which may be Collared Urn 
fabric -also link in with finds from the Gym site at Carshalton 
House. That later medieval pottery was not located on the St 
Mary's site may lend further weight to the argument for the 
presence of earlier activity on the site. 

Wallington High School for  Girls, Woodcote Road, Wall- 
ington TQ 28980 62653 SAS (J G Perry & A C Skelton) evaluation/ 
excavation March-April Holford Associates WER9S 

A clay-lined pond was found together with a scatter of burnt 
flint, presumed to be of prehistoric date (Bronze Age). The 
results of the evaluation were inconclusive due to the lack of 
dating evidence, but showed there was prehistoric activity, 
though not settlement, in the area, possibly associated with the 
pond. A further trench, Iom X 9.2m, was excavated in the area of 
the pond which wasdated by pottery to thegth  c or later. Three 
further pieces of burnt flint were recovered. 

TOWER HAMLETS 
250 Bishopsgate, Steward Street, EI TQ 3342 8180 MOLAS (Lesley 
Dunwoodie) evaluation Nov-Dec 1995 Spitalfields Develop- 
ment Group S T E ~ S  

The site lies within the outer precinct of the medieval Priory 
and Hospital of St Mary Spital which after the Dissolution 
became thesite of theold Artillery Ground. Natural brickearth 
was cut by quarry pits, mostly dated to the 12th and 13th c, but 
someof 14th-and 15th-c date.They were ingeneral succeeded by 



medieval horticultural or agricultural deposits and cut f eatures, 
such as rubbish pits, ditches and bedding trenches Deposits 
dated to the period of the Artillery Ground of the 16th and 17th 
c were found in the E of the site; the latest features were brick 
wells and an 18th-c cellar which belonged to properties f ronting 
onto Fort Street. 

Brady Street, Whitechapel, EI SAS (J G Perry & A C Skelton) 
evaluation September-October Ballymore Properties Ltd. B D Y ~ S  

Three Izm X IIm trenches were dug. In trench I, 90% of the 
natural brickearth had been truncated by 17th-c and later fea- 
tures, removing all trace of any earlier archaeology that may 
have existed. In trench z the ditching pond shown on John 
Rocque's map was found below the modern overburden. The 
pond fill was homogeneous and wasdated to the late 17th to 18th 
c. The 18th-c and later deposits were removed in trench 3 to 
reveal the natural brickearth below. Cut into the brickearth 
were numerous plough or wheel-rut marks. No trace of any 
structure earlier than the late 17th c was found and, other than 
several pieces of Roman tile, no finds earlier than the 16th/17th 
C were recovered. 

North Wharf, Coldharbour, Blackwall E I ~  TQ 3839 8008 TVAS 
(S. Ford) July 1995 Lawson-Price Environmental ~ w c g j  

Made ground was present to a depth of 1.5 to 1.75m An isolated 
vertical pile in one trench, and another vertical pile joining a 
horizontal wooden beam in another, were interpreted as a tie 
rod for a water frontage jetty of uncertain date. 
Coldharbour, Prestons Road, E I ~  TQ 3834 8003 MOLAS (David 
Saxby) evaluation Aug 1995 LDDC COD95 

Earliest recorded deposits, dated to the 19th c, re resent land 
reclamation. These clay and silt layers are likely to l! ave derived 
from the digging of the docks and canals in the early 19th c. 

Dingle Gardensfstoneyard Lane, Poplar, ~ 1 4  TQ 3752 8071 WA 

evaluation Barratt Homes ms95 
The development area covers ~9,100 mz between Castor Lane to 
the S and the rear of properties fronting Poplar High Street to 
the N. It is bisected by the N-S route of Dolphin Lane, formerly 
one of the principal routes from Poplar into the Isle of Dogs. 

Fieldwork comprised two Ism X Ism trenches, located at the W 
limit of the site and within a tennis court to the E of Dolphin 
Lane (centred on TQ 37432 80732 and 37554 80joq respectively). 
They were excavated through modern overburden to the sur- 
face of alluvial clay, at which level the sides were stepped/ 
battered to allow further excavation of a 4m X 4m trench 
through the alluvium and peat to the surface of natural sand 
and/or gravel. 
Relatively thin peat deposits were recorded in both trenches, 
but no associated dating evidence was recovered. Although the 
peat deposits in the vicinity are generally believed to be a 
prehistoric formation (probably late Neolithic/Bronze Age), 
representing the earliest phase of anthropogenic alluviation, 
the peat within Trench 2 (Dolphin Lane) sealed a comparatively 
thick deposit of earlier alluvial clay, and therefore may be a 
relatively recent formation. 
Archaeological remains predominantly comprised ditches, 
drains, and culverts, features associated with 18th- and 19th-c 
occupation. Evidence was recovered, in the form of timber 
posts in situ, to suggest that some of these features were, at one 
stage, timber-reveted. More recent remains recorded in Trench 
2 were identified as wall footings and a timber-lined well 
associated with Poplar Workhouse. Although the workhouse 
was established in 1757, most of these remains almost certainly 
relate to the whole-scale rebuilding of the complex in 1869, 
which was destroyed during air raids in 1940. 

4-10 Dock Street, EI TQ 3q1o 8083 MOLAS (Kieron Tyler) evaha- 
tion Apr 1995 Croft Homes Ltd DC.95 

Natural gravels, truncated possibly because of quarrying, were 
sealed by 17th-c landfill, subsequently used as agricultural soil. 
From the mid-17th to 18th c the site was gradually built up. 

Glasshouse Fields, Cable Street, Brodlove Lane (land 
bounded by), EI ~ ~ 3 5 5 9  8095 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) evaluation Feb 1995 
Hollas Ltd GHF95 

In two trenches large cut features, probably quarries, had been 
backfilled with waste from the manufacturing of glass at the 
Glass Houses to the S of the site. They were truncated by later 
19th-c buildings. In a third trench natural sands andgravels were 
cut by a large E-W ditch, probably Roman in date. The top of 
this ditch had been truncated by a late 17th-c cellar and lowered 
garden area. This 17th-c building appears to have been destroyed 
in the Ratcliff fire of c 1794. Subsequent levelling and general 
build up was cut by foundations for a building in the 19th c, 
again with a slightly lowered garden. This building was de- 
stroyed in the 1940s and the area surfaced to f orm a loading area. 

Hermitage Wall, Wapping High Street, EI TQ 345 803 MOLAS 
(Ken Pitt) watching brief May-July 1995 London Borough of 
Tower Hamlets w ~ 9 5  
Natural clay was recorded at the bottom of a section, overlaid 
by a thick dump containing organic material, including frag- 
ments of leather. This was succeeded by two post-medieval 
walls and some very truncated dumps; modern backfill sealed 
the sequence. 

172-176 The Highway, 9 Wapping Lane, EI TQ 3483 8074 MOLAS 
(Friederike Hammer) watching brief Aug 199jSeabourne World 
~ r o u ~  plc H I H ~ ~  

v v 

Signs of Roman occupation were evident on the surface of the 
natural brickearth: scorching and fragments of burnt daub. 
Above this the ground was substantially made up and in the N 
part of the site were two shallow post-medieval brick structures, 
possibly part of buildings shown on the Horwood map of 1799. 

Block P, 271-321 Lefevre Walk Estate, Parnell Road, ~3 TQ 3697 
8359 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) watching brief June 1995 Tower Hamlets 
Housing Action Trust LEF9S 

Several quarry pits of unknown date were cut into natural 
gravel. All horizontal archaeological depositswere truncated by 
the concrete slab and underlying make-up deposits for F-block. 

Masthouse Terrace, Napier Ave, E I ~  TQ 375 7% MOLAS (David 
Bowsher) evaluation Aug-Sept 1995 LDDC M H T ~ ~  

A sequence of organic deposits date to ~10,090 BP and 2590 BC and 
analysis has demonstrated a complex serles of environmental 
changes which occurred on the site. These deposits were sealed 
by up to 6.5m of alluvial silts and sands. Evidence of the post- 
medieval marsh wall was found where it had been conjectured 
from cartographic evidence; a timber structure was also located, 
as was part of the slipway for Brunel's Great Eastern steamship. 

91-93 Parnell Road, ~3 TQ 3692 8355 MOLAS (Ken Pitt) watching 
brief and evaluation May-June 199s Tower Hamlet Housing 
Action Trust P R B ~ S  

Natural brickearth was cut by a ditch or gully delineating a 
property boundary and dated to the Roman period. It was sealed 
by surfaces and the later phase of the N side of a possible 
building which had been destroyed and subsequently levelled. 
Another surface was recorded outside this 'building'. 

Quaker Street, EI TQ 3380 8213 MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) evaluation 
Nov 1995 Ruddy Construction for Spitalf ields Co-operative Hous- 
ing Association and Toynbee Housing Association QAT~I,  



Natural brickearth was overlaid by 17th-18th-c organic dumps 
built into which were foundations of 18th-c domestic houses. In 
the SW corner of the site wasan intact 18th-c cesspit, containing 
environmental, ceramic and metallic material. 

31 Spelman Street, EI TQ 3403 8183 MOLAS (Tony Mackinder) 
evaluation June 199s Barnardo's Property Services SPE9S 
Several post-medieval rubbish and quarry pits were cut into the 
natural brickearth in the E of the site; to the W, a thick deposit 
of agricultural soil had developed above the brickearth. This 
was followed by brick wall f oundations, several brick-lined ash 
pits and two wells, all related to 18th-c housing. One of the wells 
was filled in 1740-1760 with a large amount of pottery. A 
cobbled surface in the centre of the site was probably a court- 
yard behind houses fronting onto Spelman Street. 

Tower Hill Kiosk, Tower Hill, 1 x 3  TQ 3343 8061 MOLAS (Ken 
Pitt) watching brief May 1995 Mr Miles Miller T O K ~ S  

A watching brief took place on an inspection pit and heading 
for a new sewer connection. In the inspection pit probable 
brickearth was overlaid by a compacted gravel surface, cut 
through by a N-S brick culvert. This was sealed by a cobbled 
surf ace with late 17thJ18th-c demolition debris and dumped 
deposits above. The sewer heading cut through the gravel 
surface and brick culvert. 
WALTHAM FOREST 
Ainslie Wood School, Ainslie Wood Sportsfield, Ainslie 
Wood Road, Chingford E+ TQ 3782 9217 NMS (Peter Moore) 
evaluation London Borough of Waltham Forest CF-AS~S 

Traces of a ridge-and-f urrow f ield system were f ound in an area 
of London Clay. A N-S oriented ditch was also recorded. There 
were no findsand the features remain undated, though they are 
thought to be medieval. 
South Acute Unit, Langthorne Hospital, Langthorne Road, 
Leytonstone EIO TQ 38940 85980 NMS (Peter Moore) evaluation 
Forest Healthcare Trust LE-LH~S 
Two trenches were excavated revealing three nearly square 
postholes. One sherd of late NeolithicJearly Bronze Age pottery 
was recovered from a feature interpreted as being caused by a 
tree-root, but was clearly redeposited Overlying these features 
was a layer of ploughsoil and a ditch o'f possible early 19th-c 
date. This was overlain by evidence for an earlier phase of 
building on the site of what is now Langthorne Hospital and 
dating to the 19th c. In the late 20th c the ground was made up 
with demolition rubble and surfaced with tarmac. 
St Mary's Church, Church Hill, Walthamstow E I ~  TQ 37820 
89220 NMS ('Peter Moore) watching brief ws-s~gs 
A collapsed 18th-c grave and associated features were recorded. 
4-8 Westbury Road, Walthamstow E I ~  TQ 3710 8935 NMs (Peter 
Moore) evaluation Unicoin Homes plc ws-wags 

The evaluation uncovered evidence of industrial remains relat- 
ing to the establishment in 1892 of Gillard & Co. Ltd, manufac- 
turers of sauces and pickles. Features and deposits relating to 
thisactivity, cut into the London Clay, may have truncated any 
earlier evidence. The remainder of the deposits were modern. 

Leyton Outfall Sewer, Quarter Mile Lane, EIO TQ 3758 8552 MOLAS 
(Ken Pitt) watching brief Mar-Oct 95 Thames Water Utilities EWA95 

A watching brief on sewer diversions revealed natural gravel 
overlaid by alluvium, either natural or imported, and 19th-20th- 
c land fill deposits. 

WANDSWORTH 
Latchmere School, Burns Road, SWII TQ 276 764 PCA evalua- 
tion November 1995 BD95 

Substantial dumping was revealed over most of the site; a 
deposit of burnt flints with occasional charcoal lenses was 
found in a gravel deposit. No evidence of burning was found in 
the deposit. 

107-113 East Hill, sw18 TQ 2601 7468 MOLAS (Kieron Tylcr) 
evaluation Aug 1995 Thames Housing E A H ~ S  

Alluvium overlay London Clay to the W and E of an outcrop 
of London Clay in the centre of the site. 

91-105 Garratt Lane, swrg TQ 2580 7421 MOLAS (David Saxby) 
evaluation July 1995 Shell UK Downstream Oil ~ 7 ~ 9 5  

Natural alluvium was overlaid by 16th-c ploughsoil on the W 
side of the site. 

540-546 Garratt Lane, sw18 TQ 2655 7158 MOLAS (Stewart Hoad) 
watching brief Sept 199s SCD Building & Mechanical Services 
GLN9S 
Natural sand and gravel was overlaid, in the W of the site, by 
garden soil and in the E of the site, by a series of modern dump 
deposits and brick foundations. 

11-13 Point Pleasant, sw18 TQ 1751 5252 MOLAS (Kieron Tyler) 
watching brief Apr 1995 Delice DeFrance Ltd ~ 0 ~ 9 5  

Natural sand merged with a loamy soil above which were 
modern make-up layers. 

Point Pleasant, Wandsworth, SW11 TQ 25112 75275 SAS (J G Perry 
& A C Skelton) evaluation May-Jun Frendcastle Management 
Ltd. PPT95 

No trace of any pre-18th c archaeological features were found, 
and below the Prospect House levels there were only naturally- 
laid sediments horizontally bedded and composed of sands and 
gravel, silts and organic muds and peats. The overall evidence 
suggests that the sife was a marshy ehvironment on the margins 
of the Thames. some distance from the main river channel. 
forming a cpite' slow-moving margin to the river,for much of 
its history. This would not have been the environment for an 
early settlement, a fact conf irmed by the lack of archaeological 
features. Finds were made from the prehistoric, Roman and 
medieval periods. These artifacts were all found in levels that 
would have been under water at the time of their deposition. 

Three C,, samples were taken from the peat levels giving a date 
range between AD 240-440 (intercept AD 380) and AD 440-650 
(intercept AD 590). They suggest a date immediately after the 
Roman occupation, broadly early Saxon in date, for the build 
up of the peat horizon. The rate of buildup of the organic 
horizon is not quantifiable, but it seems unlikely on the radio- 
carbon results that it represents much more than IOO years. 

Southlands College, Digby Stuart College, Roehampton 
Lane, swrs TQ no5 7485 MOLAS (Kieron Heard) evaluation May 
1995 Southlands College and Digby Stuart Trust sca95 
Flood plain gravels sloped down to the N and were sealed by 
agricultural soilcontaining17th and 18th-c material.Two 18thor 
19th-c brick-built drains whichcrossed the site were presumably 
associated with thelandscapingof thegardensof Elm Grove,an 
18th-c mansion. Modern topsoil completed the sequence. 

Royal Hospital, Putney, West Hill, sw15 TQ 2432 7403 SAS (J G 
Perry & A C Skelton) evaluation July David Cowan Associates 
WTL95 
In two trenches only turf and overburden were found above 
the natural clay, withseveral late 18thI1gth c field drainscut into 
the clay. All the features encountered were late 18th-20th c in 
date and no pre-modern archaeological features were found. 

Thames Archaeological Survey TQ 2450 7550 LARF/MOL/EH (Mike 
Webber, Gustav Milne) inter-tidal zone survey English Herit- 



age and Homelands Trust ~wwo3-s 

Teams from Wandsworth Historical Society and UCL Institute 
of Archaeology recorded features including prehistoric peats 
and silts, fish traps, several boat hulks and the early-18th-c 
abutment of the first Putney Bridge. WC 

Stroud Lodge, 309 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, sw15 TQ 
2322 7523 OAU (Andy Mudd) evaluation April 1995 Dean-Walker 
Bateman Architects URR95 
Two evaluation trenches were excavated in the rear garden. 
Natural was overlaid by a mottled yellowishgrey-brown sandy 
silt which ap eared to be formed by natural weathering and 
yielded few A d s .  This was sealed by a dark-grey brown sandy 
loam, up to 40 mm thick, and was interpreted as a buried subsoil. 
It  had quite a clear interface with the underlying subsoil and 
was probably a cultivated garden soil. Some post-medieval 
pottery and clay pipe were recovered from this layer during 
cleaning. A layer of relatively modern dumping sealed the 
buried subsoil. The most recent layer comprised qoo mm of 
modern garden soil. The buried soil almost certainly relates to 
the gardens of a house known as Tk Rctrcatand shown on the 
1865 OS map. 

WESTMINSTER 
11-15 Arlington Street, WI TQ 2916 8030 MOLAS (Chris Thomas) 
watching brief Oct 199s London Underground Ltd (Jubilee 
Line Extension) AINW 

Natural was truncated by modern building construction. 

Buckingham Palace Forecourt, Buckingham Gate,The Mall, 
SWI TQ 2910 7970 MOLAS (Julian Bowsher) watching brief Jan 199s 
Security Facilities Executive, Buckingham Palace BUKS 

A small trench inside the Ngaterevealed dumplayersof the 18th 
- 19th c date over natural gravels. 

8-18 Charing Cross Road, wc2 TQ 2985 8070 MOLAS (David 
Bowsher) watching brief Jan-Apr 199s Peabody Trust CXR94 
Following the two possible Saxon pits recorded during the 
evaluation (LA7 no 13(1995) 352) a further six pits were identified 
and have been dated to the Middle Saxon period. The largest of 
them may have been a well. They were succeeded by post- 
medieval features including a N-S ditch, an arched brick drain, 
also aligned N-S, and brick cesspits; these yere probably part of 
the yard or garden of buildings which were developed on the 
site during the 17th-18th c. 

53-60 Conduit Street, WI TQ 2908 8092 MOLAS (Tony Thomas) 
watching brief Apr 1-5 Nelson's Project Services Ltd CNTS 

Natural gravels, in the NW of the site, were overlaid by a 
deposit of crushed chalk and brick fragments which may 
reiresent demolition of a post-medieval %uilding; elsewhere 
they were truncated by the basement of the present building. 
I Curzon Street, wr MWP CZN95 
No information available at time of going to press. 
68 Dean Street, WI LARF for EH (Andrew Reynolds) building 
recording DNS95 
A record was made of the original water supply and drainage 
system of the early-18thi listed building during redevelopment 
work. Brick features which may represent an earlier building 
were observed. 
St Paul's Churchyard, Public Conveniences, wc2 TQ 3031 8084 
MOLAS (David Bowsher) excavation July 1995 Westminster City 
Council C G D ~ S  

A number of thin layers recorded above the truncated natural 
brickearth contained Saxon pottery dated to c 600-750 and 650- 

850. Seven E-W graves, containing eight burials, were part of St 
Paul's churchyard which was in use f rom the 1630s to 1853. All the 
burials were in wooden coffins, some of which were decorated 
with iron studs; one had very decayed breast plates and two had 
coffin handles. Two of the graves contained multiole stacks of 
burials up to five deep. In agother two of the the burials 
had already been removed prior to the construction of the 
public conveniences in 1888. A square brick structure is thought 
to have been the remnants of a box tomb. 

93 Ebury Bridge Road, SWI TQ 2849 7812 MOLAS (David Lakin) 
watching brief Dec 1995 Regalian Homes E B R ~  

Alluvial deposits, which may be of prehistoric date, were 
recorded beneath 19th-20th~ made ground. 

383-337 Edgware Road, wz TQ 2688 8182 MOLAS (David Lakin) 
evaluation July 199s Fibbens Fox Associates EGW95 
Natural gravel was cut by a large possible quarry pit and sealed 
by a garden soil horizon of post-medieval date. Archaeological 
deposits had been largely destroyed by 18th-c and later basc- 
ments on the Edgware Road frontage and in the N of the site. 

Assets House, 17 Elverton Street, s w ~  TQ 2965 7895 MOLAS (Robert 
Cowie) evaluation Sept 19% United House Construction EVTS 

Cut into the natural sand were pits, a few of which contained 
the dismembered remains of possibly two adult horses. Some 
bones may not have survived burial in the acid sand, which may 
account for several apparently empty pits. Although only one 
13th-c potsherd was recovered from thepits, it is likely that they 
are contemporary with those found at I Elverton Street and 
dated to the medieval period (LA 7 no 13 (1995) 352). 

6-11 Knox Street, WI LP ~0x95 
No information available at time of going to press. 

1-3 Long Acre, wc2 TQ 3009 8088 MOLAS (Adrian Miles) excava- 
tion Mar 1995 National Westminster Estate Management and 
Development L A E ~  

Natural gravels were recorded across the site as well as two 
ancient stream channels. Three pits, quarry andfor cesspits, are 
assumed to be of middle Saxon date although no dating evi- 
dence was recovered. They were succeeded by post-medieval 
cesspits, wells and floor surfaces. 
15-17 Long Acre, wc2 TQ 3015 8092 MOLAS (Joe Partridge) evalu- 
ation Nov-Dec 1995 DTZ Debenham Thorpe L N G ~ ~  

Three quafry pits of Saxon or early medieval date survived 
truncation of the natural gravels. 

Marlborough House Mews, Pall Mall, SWI TQ294680o9 MOLAS 
(Mark Wiggins) watching brief Sept-Oct 199s The Royal Housc- 
hold M R B ~ ~  

Beneath the courtyard a feature of unknown date cut the 
natural gravels. It was sealed by a thick dump which has been 
noted in a number of holes and therefore may represent Ievel- 
ling for the construction of Marlborough House in 1707-10. 

55-37 Marylebone High Street, WI TQ 284 820 MOLAS (Jackie 
Bates) evaluation Nov-&c 19% Conran Holdings Ltd M Y B ~ ~  

Natural brickearth was cut by a number of post-medieval 
features; two of the evaluation trenches seemed to contain the 
backf ill of one or more large cut features located on the possible 
site of Marylebone Manor House, suggesting that the site was 
quarried for brickearth and gravel after its demolition in 1791. A 
possible 17th-c wall, revealed in another of the trenches, may 
have been a boundary wall fronting onto Marylebone High 
Street. In a fourth trench natural brickearth was cut by a drain, 
possibly 17th c in date, and overlaid by post-medieval garden 
soil, which alsooverlay the brickearth in a further two trenches. 



17-18 New Bond Street111-12 Clifford Street, WI AA N B T ~ S  

No information available at time of going to press. 

78-79 New Bond Street, WI TQ 2872 8111 MOLAS (Tony Thomas) 
watching brief Mar 1995 Victory Land Ltd ~ ~ 0 9 3  
Natural gravel was cut by probably modern features and over- 
laid by a red brick floor. 

Mercers' Block D, OldBrewerYs Yard, p r ~  Neal Street, wc2 TQ 
3023 8103 MOLAS (Bruno Barber) evaluation June 19% Mercers' 
Company OBYS 

Natural gravels had been truncated by late 18th and 19th-c base- 
ments andgroundworks associated with the documented brew- 
ery and warehouse buildings. The severely truncated base of 
one undated (possibly middle Saxon) pit was recorded in the 
basement of the standing building, and a sequence of undated 
deposits was observed in the extreme edge of excavation. 

Old Palace Yard, The Jewel Tower garden, SWI TQ 3016 7940 
MOLAS (Chris Thomas) watching brief July-Aug 199s Parliamen- 
tary Works Directorate O P Y ~ ~  

A watching brief was carried out on a cable trench through the 
Scheduled Ancient Monument of the former Palace of West- 
minster. The walls and floor of a late medieval building were 
uncovered in the SE corner of the area, below which were the 
extant remains of the Westminster Abbey great drain. The 
backfin of the construction trench for the moat wall of the 
Jewel Tower was also recorded. Various post-medieval layers 
and the foundations of the 18th-c S Old Palace Yard (now 
demolished) were recorded. A small area to the S of the Abbey 
precinct wall revealed medieval deposits and features. 

Parliament Square (SE corner), SWI TQ 3014 7961 MOLAS (Chris 
Thomas) excavation Nov 1995 London Underground Ltd (Jubi- 
lee Line Extension) and Thames Water Utilities Ltd P L Q ~  

An E-W post and plank revetment was located at the bottom of 
a s l o ~ e  of the natural sand. To its E lav a timber structure iuttine 
out tram the higher sand into an aria where the sand d;oppez 
significantly. To the S lay an area of mortar, cut to the N and W 
by robber cuts filled with Roman building material. Alluvium 
sealed large areas of the site and was cut by numerous 11th-12th- 
c pits and other features. At the S end of,the site was a ragstone 
wall which formed the S boundary of New Palace Yard and the 
N boundary of Green Yard, both within thePalahof Westmin- 
ster. One pit and a very compacted layer of greensand were 
excavated to the N of the wall. To the S of the wall lay a floor 
of greensand slabs with a greensand step at the W end. The only 
post-medieval feature of note was a 17th-c brick and tile drain 
in New Palace Yard. In a tunnel, subsequently excavated be- 
neath St Margaret Street, more of the timber structure and the 
substantial piles of a stone-founded structure were revealed. 
The latter may have been part of the late 13th-c gate-house into 
the inner court of the Palace. Cutting this wall was a brick well, 
the contents of which included a complete delftware vessel. 

Royal Opera House, Bow Street, Floral Street, wcz TQ 3038 
8095 MOLAS (Gordon Malcolm) watching brief Aug-Sept 1995 
Royal Opera House R O P ~  

In the external areas around the opera house occupation depos- 
its and associated cut features of Saxon date were recorded 
above the natural brickearth. Brick walls and structural remains 
of the 17th-c Inigo Jones arcade were found on the Nand E sides 
of The Piazza. Inside the opera house fragments of the earlier 
theatres were recorded. 

Westminster Abbey TQ 3005 7945 LARF (Andrew Reynolds, Tim 
Tatton-Brown) building recording H R H ~ ~  

stalls during major restoration work in the Henry V11 Chapel. 
A record was made of two successive f loors, the earlier of which 
was 16th-c, and part of a structure which was probably part of 
the 13th-c Lady Chapel. 

Westminster Hall, Palace of Westminster, St Margaret's 
Street, SWI TQ 3018 7953 MOLAS (Chris Thomas) watching brief 
Sept-Oct 1995 The Parliamentary Works Directorate W E H ~ S  

Two test pits were dug against the bases of the flying buttresses 
of Westminster Hall (renovated c 1399), and one against a late 
19th-c building. The buttress bases were refaced in brick and 
underpinned with concrete, but it is unclear whether they had 
been entirely rebuilt at the end of the 19th c. The test pits also 
revealed glacial sand cut by a posthole and sealed by alluvial 
sand and then clay, the latter cut by a possibly 19th-c feature. 

Westminster Station, Bridge Street, SWI TQ 3024 7974 MOLAS 
(Robert Cowie) excavation Oct-Nov 1995 London Underground 
Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) wus92 
Natural terrace sand was cut by a hollow, from which two pre- 
historic flints were recovered, and by number of small channels. 
Above lay a sequence of alluvial deposits associated with rising 
river levels and which contained prehistoric flints Within the 
alluvium were peat deposits dated to the Late Bronze Age and 
from the alluvium above Saxo-Norman and medieval pottery 
was recovered. Late medieval pits towards the W of the site 
suggests that thisarea had been reclaimed from the river during 
the mid-late 14th c, probably when the college of St Stephen's 
Chapel was created. The E of the site appears to have been 
reclaimed during the mid-16th to mid-17th c; an undated timber 
structure may have been part of a waterfront revetment of 
about this period. Most of the reclaimed area seems to have been 
open ground, possibly gardens, during the Tudor period: fea- 
tures include rubbish pits, a barrel-lined well and a stone wall. 
Several 17th-20th c features were also recorded. 

Westminster Station, Areas I and 2, Bridge Street, SWI TQ 3025 
7969 MOLAS (Chris Thomas) excavation June & Oct 199s London 
Underground Ltd (Jubilee Line Extension) wss94 

Excavations continued (see LA 7 no 13 (IW) 352). Natural gravel 
was overlaid by alluvial sands and .gravels and organic sedi- 
ments. On the W of the site extensive dumping of greensand 
chippings was sealed by three phases of a medieval stone path- 
way. There was also evidence of extensive reclamation dump- 
ing, cut by a number of isolated pits and postholes. Cutting the 
reclamation dumping was a late medieval vaulted chalk and 
ragstone drain which was aligned N-S at the W end of the site, 
and then turned E towards the Thames. A buttress in the SW 
corner suggests that it may have lain underneath a building. To 
the S of the former Victorian frontage of the site, the end of a 
N-S riverwall,approximately 3m wide, was located: to its W was 
found an oak box structure which may have been the N edge of 
a quay at least n.5m in length. 
3-5 Woods Mews, WI TQ 2804 8083 MOLAS (Dick Bluer) evaluation 
Apr-May 1995 Aircare Holdings Ltd WDMS 

19th-c dumps above natural brickearth contained some residual 
burnt prehistoric flints. A heavily compacted gravel surface, 
possibly of early post-medieval date, was observed. 

ESSEX 
Redholm, Waltham Abbey TL 381 009 WAHS (Peter Huggins) 

In 197011 a succession of muds and peat, with timber posts and 
wattle fencing, had been recorded in a sewer trench across the 
riverside meadow called (in 1222) Redholm. Two trenches were 
dug to try to understand and date these features. 

In one trench a stabilised ground surface, under the alluvial 
marsh clay, of mottled clay above muds, contained 13th-c pot- Small-scale recording work was undertaken below the choir 



tery. A line of clay resembled the setting for a lead pipe and, as 
a result, the routeof the 1220-22 fresh water pipe f rom Wormley, 
Herts., to the Augustinian monastery, has been worked out. 

In the other trench, nearer the river, the muds were covered by 
peat, a matted vegetation, which had been cut through by a 
gully, probably of the late 15th or 16th c. From the level of the 
peat and the few sherds collected in 197011 it is dated between 
1250 and 1500. All the timbers in the muds are probably of the 
early 13th c or earlier medieval and represent an attempt to use 
or control the environment. The peat therefore contrasts with 
Lea Valley deposits which seem Auch earlier, even prehistoric. 

Little London, Chigwell TQ 457 963 WEAG (Peter Huggins) 
Excavation of the London to Dunmow Roman road was 
continued (see LA 7, no 1% 34). Enough evidence of side ditches 
and of fragments of remaining road surface was seen to estab- 
lish the line of the road as it passed gently down the slopeto the 
river Roding. The crossing point of the river, based on the 
excavation and on evidence from aerial photos, must be at 
about TQ 458 966. 

The evidence is of a single-track gravel road which, some 75om 
from the river and on the S side, divides into two parallel tracks 
with a central unmetalled lane, about 3.6m wide, between. 
Although as yet unparalleled, the 'soft'central lane appears to be 
the reaction to some need, perhaps for particular traffic, as it 
passed downslope to the river or upslope from i t  The author 
would be pleased to hear of parallels to this type of road. 

SURREY 
Downs Farm, Ewell TQ 228 599 SCAU (Graham Hayman) evalu- 
ation Dwellcourt Ltd 

No evidence for Iron Age settlement (inferred from a pit, 
containing Iron Age material, found in the 1940s) was located. 
A few pieces of burnt f lint were recovered, but the only feature 
was a large recent pit. 

Warren Farm, Ewell TQ 230 628 SCAU (Graham Hayman) evalu- 
ation and excavation Cala Homes (Southern) Ltd 

The site lies within what was the Little Parkof Nonsuch Palace, 
and documentary evidence suggested that it might contain 
evidence for extraction of clay from the Reading Beds. No 
evidence for clay extraction or the production of pottery was 
found. A few prehistoric features were recorded; most appear 
to be Middle Iron Age, but some may be Late Bronze Age or 
early Iron Age. Finds included fragments of two rotary quern 
stones. The features, mostly ditches and pits, may be associated 
with small settlements outside the excavation area. Earlier use 
of the site was indicated by the recovery of several struck flints 
and a fragment of a polished axe. 

Home Farm, Laleham TQ 058 692 SCAU (Graham Hayman) 
evaluation (1994) and excavation Greenham Construction Ma- 
terials Ltd and Tarmac Roadstone Ltd 

A variety of features was recorded in two area; most were of 
Middle or Late Bronze Age date, and some were Late Neolithic 
or Early Bronze Age. Finds included fragments of perforated 
clay slabs, typical of the Late Bronze Age. Most features were 
settlement-related, although some pits contained what may be 
cremations. An ancient watercourse ran slightly to the N of the 
site; previous work has located evidence for prehistoric settle- 
ment next to it. 

2-8 High Street, Staines TQ 034 715 SCAU (Graham Hayman) 
evaluation Pearce Construction (South East) Ltd 

Deposits of medieval, Roman and (possibly) prehistoric date 
survived throughout much of an area threatened by the con- 
struction of a new basement. 

Former County Junior School, Kingston Road, Staines TQ 
040 716 SCAU (Phi1 Jones) evaluation Metropolitan Police Prop- 
erty Services Department 

Several small ditches were revealed; none could be securely 
dated. Flint 'pot-boilers' were recovered from brickearth depos- 
its in one trench. 

Matthew Arnold School, near Staines TQ q~ 707 SCAU (Gra- 
ham Hayman) Surrey County Council Resources (Property) 
Department 

No finds or features of archaeological interest were revealed, 
although previous excavation in the grounds (see LA 7, no 13 
(1995) 354) had recorded a small medieval building. 

Farleigh Court Golf Course, near Warlingham centred TQ 
370 606 s c ~ u  (Graham Hayman) evaluation, excavation and 
watching brief Kajima UK Engineering Ltd 

Trial-trenching revealed a variety of features of late Iron Age 
to early Roman date. An irregular enclosure contained gullies, 
pits and postholes as well as two possible hearths. Most of these 
features appear to be of 1st to 2nd c AD date, with some dating 
to the ud  to 4th c. A small square structure of unknown 
purpose, constructed of chalk, flint and greensand, cut the 
enclosure ditch, and represented a later, though still Roman, 
phase of activity. An adjacent area revealed 12 to 15 cremations, 
mostly contained within vessels, and some of which contained 
grave goods; they appear to date from between the 1st c BC and 
the 2nd c AD. 

The pottery f rom the site is particularly interesting as it demon- 
strates the transition from late Iron Age to early Roman. 


